
 TOXIC
 TOFFS
 STILL
 RULE

Charterhouse

Eton College

New report 
shows posh 
public school 
elite running 
Britain
TWO TOXIC toffs are fighting it 
out to become the next leader 
of the Tory party and prime 
minister. Both are ruling class 
fighters who had their first les-
sons in how to rule at private 
school.

Boris Johnson went to Eton—
which costs £40,000 a year for 
full board. Jeremy Hunt went to 
Charterhouse—a snip at £39,000 
a year. 

Their wealth and fancy educa-
tion helped them glide into top 
jobs and privileged positions.

But their stories are far from the 
exception.

A new report from The Sutton 
Trust this week showed that  
39 percent of the Tory cabinet 
were privately educated. Just 
7 percent of the population as 
a whole go through the same 
system.

It should be no surprise that 
private education helps the most 
privileged—that’s what it is there 

for. According to Tory Jona-
than Aitken, who attended 

Eton, “There was a joke 
to the effect that a sign 
was hung on the school 
gates—‘Cabinet Makers 
to Her Majesty the 
Queen’.”

The Sutton Trust 
report—Elitist Britain

PUBLIC 
schools 
such as 
Charterhouse 
(below) 
charge around 
£39,000 a  
year per pupil

>>Continued on page 5

Remember Stonewall
A riot against prejudice

Why the fight for LGBT+ liberation continues
 >>Pages 14&15

The hated Tories  
show their true faces

Truth about  those who’ll choose the next 
 prime minister >>Pages 4,5 & 17
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HONG KONG

Inside the 
protests rocking 
Hong Kong
HONG KONG socialist  
Lam Chi Leung says the 
retreats by the government 
have not ended the protests 
sweeping the country.

And he describes the 
debates now taking place 
about how to take the 
movement forward—with 
some people arguing for 
political strikes.
>>Pages 10&11

CLIMATE CHANGE

School strikers 
demand action 
on the climate
SCHOOL students struck 
and protested for the 
fifth time last week.

Their action came as 
there are calls for strikes by 
workers alongside students 
on 20 September.

And there is also more 
evidence of the appalling 
consequences of climate 
change. 
>>Pages 3,5 & 20

ANTI-RACISM

‘The Home Office 
did not care if  
I lived or died’
A MAN who won the right to 
return to Britain after being 
deported says the Home 
Office treated him cruelly.

His experience was part of  
a court case that underlined 
the way that some people are 
deported without even basic 
legal rights. 
>>Page 6
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lMORE THAN 100 libraries 
are closing each year amid 

“brutal” annual Tory cuts of  
£213 million.  
    As a result, 817 were shut or 
handed to volunteers since 2010 
—with just 3,660 council-run ones 
left. 
    Up to 10,000 staff have gone 
in “fairly brutal” shrinkage.

 All the bombs for the US war  
 with Iran driven up the M4
IF YOU drove along the M4 
motorway on one evening 
between 15 to 19 May you 
may have noticed large 
fleets of lorries.

The 71 vehicles were 
taking part in the largest 
munitions transport in Britain 
for a decade. 

The lorries were provided 
by the apparently private 
firm KC transport. 

The shipment contained a 
total of 121 containers valued 
at about £140 million and 
450,000 pounds of explosive 
weight. 

The website secretbases.
co.uk has revealed that the 
explosives landed at Newport 
Docks on US ship “Ocean 
Globe”.

They were transported 
to  RAF Welford. Welford 
ceased being an RAF base 
when it was converted into 
the largest munitions storage 

facility in Europe. Its pri-
mary use is to provide the US 
air force airbase at Fairford, 
Gloucestershire, with its 
weapons.

The episode is evidence 

that the US sabre rattling over 
Iran has at some reality to it. 
It also shows how embedded 
Britain is with US imperialism.

Coincidently on Monday 
17 June 2019, a B-52 

Stratofortress bomber, that 
flies out of Fairford, made an 
emergency landing at RAF 
Mildenhall. 

Two out of its eight engines 
cut out while on undisclosed 
“European theatre exercises” 
by US forces.

Meanwhile what the tab-
loids like to describe as “ELITE 
Navy commandos” have been 
sent to the Middle East.

Capture
The Special Boat Service 
(SBS) is, as the source close 
to the army told the papers, 
“trained to launch underwater 
attacks and to ki l l  or  
capture anyone”.

“They work very closely 
with Royal Navy divers who 
are the specialists at disarm-
ing mines and protecting 
shipping,” added the source.

“The SBS have a more 
aggressive role.”

lTHE DUKE and Duchess of Sussex’s 
Frogmore Cottage has been renovated 

with £2.4 million of our money. Harry and 
Meghan’s country residence underwent work 
to turn five properties back into a single 
home. Accounts for the Sovereign Grant, 
which funds the queen and her household’s 
expenses, show the monarchy cost us  
£67 million in 2018-19. It’s a rise of almost  
£20 million on the previous financial year.

  No new arms sales to 
killer Saudi Arabia
THE COURT of Appeal 
ruled last Thursday that 
the British secretary of 
state broke the law by 
allowing arms sales to 
Saudi Arabia that might 
have been deployed by 
the Gulf-led coalition 
in the war in Yemen.

The case against the 
British government 
was brought by the 
Campaign Against 
Arms Trade (CAAT). 

It argued that the Saudi-
led coalition likely violated 
international humanitarian 
law, breaking arms-
export licence criteria.

Since the bombing 
campaign began in 2015, 
CAAT said Britain  has 
licensed £4.7 billion 
worth of arms to Saudi 

Arabia, including aircraft, 
drones and bombs.  

The court ruled that 
the government failed to 
assess the risk of misuse of 
those weapons properly.

The decision does 
not mean Britain must 
halt arms exports to 
Saudi Arabia. For now, 
it cannot grant any new 
export licences to sell 
arms to the kingdom, 
but existing licenses and 
contracts will continue.

100 army instructors 
have abused recruits
MORE than 100 Army 
instructors have 
been disciplined for 
abusing recruits and 
other misconduct.

At least 122  
non-commissioned 
officers have been  
court-martialled or 
disciplined over four 
years for offences 
including targeting 
young troops.

Instructors were 
accused of putting 
soldiers through twisted 
“hazing” ceremonies as 
well as fighting, stealing, 
drug-taking and viewing 
child pornorgraphy.

Four soldiers died at 
Princess Royal Barracks 
in Deepcut, Surrey, 

between 1995 and 2002.
There are roughly 1,000 

instructors in the army.
Recruits claimed they 

were humiliated, kicked, 
punched, forced into 
sick initiation rituals and 
threatened with violence 
if they complained. 

Last year it emerged a 
lengthy Army probe into 
abuse at training bases 
heard 40 recruits say 
they had suffered at the 
hands of 30 instructors.

 Cops checking 
own databases 
DOZENS OF police 
and civilian staff have 
been caught accessing 
databases for secret 
information.

Workers use the Police 
National Computer 
to spy on family, 
lovers, neighbours and 
colleagues. Or they get 
money and do favours for 
crooks.

Forces in England 
and Wales have dealt 
with least 168 internal 
disciplinaries in the 
past two years. The true 
number will be higher as 
not all forces replied to 
Freedom of Information 
requests.

London’s Met dealt 
with eight and Greater 
Manchester six. Devon 
and Cornwall fired three 
cops.
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‘‘THE THINGS 
THEY SAY
‘Gove stabbed 
us in the back—
we’ve stabbed 
him in the front’ 
A Boris Johnson supporter 
exacts revenge on leadership 
loser Michael Gove for ending 
his 2016 premiership bid 

‘I gained an 
evening which 
everybody else 
lost’ 
Ex Brexit minister David Davis  
didn’t watch the TV debate

‘If I looked rather 
spaced out in the 
Chamber earlier, 
it’s because I am 
high. My nose is 
throbbing. Got 
an awful summer 
cold’
Tory MP Michael Fabricant

‘We’re not dead 
yet’
Ruth Davidson, Tory leader in 
Scotland

‘Man up!’
Tory Jeremy Hunt’s challenge 
to Boris Johnson

‘It would be 
fanciful to liken 
the ascent of 
Boris Johnson to 
the outbreak of 
global war, but 
similar forces are 
in play’
Author Max Hastings on 
Johnson

Arms protest

WEAPONS OF mass destruction being placed on a lorry 

MPs’ free  
TV licences 
MORE THAN half of 
MPs have claimed for a 
free television licence 
at our expense while 
3.7 million people over 
75 will soon be forced 
to start paying for one.

More than 320 MPs 
have claimed £154.50 
for a TV licence for 
their second home or 
constituency. Since 
2010 the bill has 
reached £323,104—
two thirds of it going to 
current MPs, according 
to the figures published 
by the Independent 
Parliamentary 
Standards Authority.

One claimant is 
Jeremy Wright, the 
culture secretary, who 
was reimbursed for a 
licence for his London 
flat until 2015. He has 
claimed for another, for 
his constituency office 
in Kenilworth, near 
Coventry, since 2016.

The BBC announced 
plans to axe free 
licences for over 
75s, except for the 
poorest pensioners.

MPs are paid at 
least £79,468.

A notorious barracks



 Protest at German mine 
THOUSANDS OF activists stormed 
a German coal mine last weekend 
to draw attention to the use of 
climate-wrecking fossil fuels. 

Organisers Ende Gelande said 
that 4,000 people marched from 
their protest camp to Garzweiler 
surface mine on Friday of 
last week.

Thousands more 
activists followed in 
waves of action over the 
weekend. 

People chanted, “We 
are unstoppable—
another world is 
possible.”

Sina Reis is a 
spokesperson for Ende 
Gelande. She said, “Today 

we set out with thousands of 
people towards a future without 
fossil fuels, without exploitation, 
and without this destructive quest 
for infinite economic growth.”

The German government has 
promised to phase out coal by 

2038. 
But campaigners say it 

must happen sooner to 
keep temperature rises 
to a minimum.

Nike Malhaus from 
Ende Gelande said 
“Nothing less than our 
future is at stake. 

“We will definitely not 
wait until 2038 to phase 
out coal—we are acting 
now.”

 Workers  
 plan for  
 walkouts
ON THE eve of the student 
strike trade unionists 
thrashed out ways to build 
support for September’s 
action in a meeting called 
by Campaign against Climate 
Change (CaCC).

Frances from the school 
students’ trade union outreach 
group told the meeting, 
“We’ve shown that when 
we stand together we’re 
powerful. 

“They’re not going to do 
anything unless we pressure 
them—and to keep that 
pressure up we need you 
guys, we need everyone.”

Suzanne Jeffery, CaCC 
chair, said the school strikes 

movement has transformed 
the profile of climate change 
activism.

“School strikers have given 
us an education on climate 
change” she said. 

“They’ve inspired us.”
Trade unionists from the 

PCS, NEU, Unison, NUJ and 
other unions discussed how 
to get action off the ground.

Some have begun raising 
the idea of unofficial action 
despite anti-union laws. 

A week of action is 
planned from 20 September 
and workers should start 
organising for it now.

Strikes at the beginning 
of the week will be critical in 
building momentum for later 
actions.

IN THIS WEEK

 1960
Pit blast kills 45 
miners in Wales
A GAS explosion at 
Six Bells Colliery in 
Monmouthshire, Wales, 
on 28 June 1960 killed 
45 workers.

The disaster was 
caused by coal dust in 
the air igniting when 
a stone fell on a steel 
girder.

No to fossil fuels

Global Climate  
Strike for Future
Friday 20 September

School students have appealed to workers to strike

Preparing to strike in September

 School strikers defy cops  
 to demand climate action
by SARAH BATES

CRIES OF, “No more fossil fuels,” 
echoed through Whitehall last 
Friday as hundreds of teenagers 
marched for climate justice.

The school strikes were the fifth 
mobilisation in Britain as part of 
the Fridays for Future movement 
 sweeping the world.

Organisers say strikes took place in 
802 cities across 100 countries. 

In Britain, the UK Schools Climate 
Network (UKSCN) coordinated the 
action.

There were actions in cities and 
towns in many parts of Britain.

On London’s Westminster Bridge, 
strikers held a series of prolonged 
sit-ins and hosted an open mic 
session. 

Despite repeated attempts by 
police to bully them, activists were 
more resilient to intimidation than on 
previous demonstrations.

Striker Izzy addressed the crowd. 
She said, “In society the word ‘youth’ 
is synonymous with ‘naive’. But we 
are rewriting that narrative. 

“We are showing young people can 
organise a global movement.

“We strike because it is the only 
voice we have, so yes, we will con-
tinue to protest and take action 
because silence is not an option. 

“We are powerful,” she declared to 
huge applause from strikers.

Demand
Ella said a key demand should be 
 setting up climate bodies inside 
schools. “I call on everyone here to 
go back to their schools on Monday, 
tell them we want to strike and we 
want a climate change committee,” 
she said.

A widespread feel ing that 
young people’s futures are being 
pushed aside ran through the 
demonstration. 

“We have been ignored again and 

again,” said Theo. “Today is about 
youth empowerment.”

When cops tried to move strikers 
on during a sit-in at parliament, one 
striker grabbed the microphone. “The 
police are saying we have to stop 
 protesting,” she said. 

“But we have to stop the traffic 
because they’re not doing anything.”

Cops brought police horses and 
vans—but were met with confident 
resistance from strikers. 

One cop was heard saying to 
another, “I just don’t know what we 
can say to get them to move.”

A key date for strikers—and for all 
trade unionists—is 20 September. 

That’s the date that the Fridays 

for Future school strike movement 
has called on workers to join its 
action(see column, right). Leila said 
it is important that workers coordi-
nate action in September. “It’s good 
people are joining in—adults are lis-
tened to more,” she said. 

“And we need more people, more 
unity—there’s strength in numbers.”

Amelia, from north London, 
added, “Adults aren’t doing what 
they should. They need to change 
how society works.”

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas 
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

BACK STORY
School students struck for climate 
justice on Friday of last week
lIt was the fifth walkout by school 
students in Britain, as part of the 
global Fridays for Future movement
lStudents protested in central 
London and defied police to block 
roads and stop traffic
lActivists plan to strike on 
20 September—and appeal to 
trade unionists to join them
lParliament has declared a 
climate emergency—protests and 
strikes can turn words into action

STUDENTS ON the climate strike protest in London last week  Picture: Guy Smallman 
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HOW THE TOXIC TOFFS 
STILL RULE OVER US

>>>from page one
2019—goes much further than 
just looking at the Tories in 
political office. 

It shows how the top layers in 
every profession are packed full of 
poshos.

Two thirds of the upper 
echelons of “the professions”—
lawyers, the media, the judiciary 
and the civil service—either went 
to private school or Oxford or 
Cambridge universities.

And 17 percent of those 
holding the so-called “top jobs” 
in Britain benefited from private 
school and Oxford or Cambridge.

Some 52 percent of senior 
judges arrived in their positions by 
this route. A third of newspaper 
columnists also took this 
privileged path.

Out of the 37 professions 
examined in the report, the 
privately educated are  
under-represented in just two—
women’s and men’s professional 
football.

The report also reveals that 
for all the talk of “social mobility” 
we live in a stagnant system of 
privilege. 

The research was last carried 
out in 2014, and little has changed 
since then. The fact that the 

private education system still 
exists shows just how resistant 
the ruling class is to change. 

The level of education 
someone has, or how much their 
parents paid for it, can be a strong 
indicator of social class. 

But it is not the whole story. 
Class is determined by a 

person’s relation to the ownership 
and control of how things are 
produced in society. 

Going to private school or 
the poshest universities doesn’t 
necessarily give someone such 
power.

With the creation of a surplus 
of the things humans need to 
survive, the group who controlled 

this surplus became the ruling 
class. Under capitalism, this 
surplus—profit—is produced 
through exploiting workers and is 
controlled by capitalists.

It makes little material 
difference to someone working in 
a kitchen or a bank whether their 
boss was privately educated.

But it is convenient to have 
some examples of people from 
working class backgrounds in the 
most senior positions of capitalist 
society. 

This helps the ruling class to 
argue that we live in a meritocracy. 

The Sutton Trust’s report blows 
that argument apart. 

It shows how private education 
reinforces the rule of the rich—
and trains them to fight to 
preserve the system. 

It arms them with the tools 
they need to float to the top like 
scum.

Millions of people will be rightly 
disgusted at the class privilege 
exposed in the report. 

That disgust can fuel the fight 
against an economic system built 
on the backs of ordinary people.

It should certainly fuel our 
determination to fight both Boris 
Johnson and Jeremy Hunt—and to 
drive all the Tories out.

A SYSTEM IN MELTDOWN
 MUCH OF northern Europe 

was set to experience a 
punishing heatwave this 

week. 
It’s a small taste of the 

devastation felt daily by those in 
poorer countries elsewhere who 
bear the brunt of climate change. 
This includes those in India facing 
an acute water crisis (see page 20).

The rising temperatures follow 
the “hothouse Earth” heatwave 
that raged across the globe last 
summer. 

For some, particularly children, 

older people or those with health 
problems, heatwaves pose a real 
threat to life. 

Deaths spiked during the 2018 
heatwave—the hottest ever in 
England, when temperatures 
reached 35 degrees. 

Climate change—a process 
where Earth’s atmosphere is 
rapidly heating—makes extreme 
weather patterns more common.

It will mean longer and hotter 
summers, but also more cyclones, 
monsoons, droughts and tsunamis. 

In France, “cooling centres” 

have been opened in public 
buildings, extra drinking fountains 
installed and exams postponed. 

This is welcome—but we also 
need long-term infrastructure to 
deal with the effects of a changing 
climate.

Sticking plasters on a gaping 
wound aren’t the answer. 

The battle can’t be limited to 
dealing with some of the effects of 
extreme weather.

Capitalism has created climate 
catastrophe. Defeating it will be 
essential for our survival.

Hunt’s toxic legacy in NHS
A NEW “price list” 
is a chilling vision 
of what the Tories 
and corporations 
have in store under 
a privatised health 
service.

Warrington and 
Halton Hospitals NHS 
Trust, which covers 
Merseyside and 

Cheshire, had launched 
a “My Choice” price 
list.

The 71 treatments 
included hip and knee 
replacement surgeries 
with price tags of over 
£18,000.

It’s a reminder 
of Tory leadership 
hopeful Jeremy Hunt’s  

vision for the NHS. 
Bosses launched 

the “My Choice” 
programme in 2013 as 
part of a “rationing” 
drive within the NHS. 
They had planned to 
rapidly expand it, but 
later backed down.
Longer version at  
bit.ly/NHSPriceList

Wheeler deals a racist blow 
in anti-Irish email outburst
TORY homelessness 
minister Heather 
Wheeler is a racist. 

In a recently 
unearthed email 
from October 2017 
she described street 
sleepers in her 
South Derbyshire 
constituency as “the 
traditional type, old 
tinkers, knife-cutters 
wandering through”.

“Tinker” is a racist 
term used against Irish 
Travellers.

“To think that a 
government minister 
is using this language 
is disgraceful,” said 

Michelle Gavin from 
the Friends, Families 
and Travellers 
organisation. 

Wheeler’s outburst 
also displays a 
shocking level of 
ignorance at the 
reasons people sleep 

on the street. It is 
particularly shocking 
given Wheeler has 
claimed she will 
reduce street sleeping 
by 50 percent within 
five years.

Although officially 
no one in Wheeler’s 
constituency is 
sleeping rough, an ITV 
investigation found 
otherwise. 

“I’d like to offer a 
sincere and heartfelt 
apology for my use of 
inappropriate language 
in an email in October 
2017,” said Wheeler in 
a written statement.

Tory rats 
turn on each 
other in bid 
to be prime 
minister    
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

BORIS JOHNSON is fighting to 
re-inject momentum into his bid 
to be the prime minister after rev-
elations of a serious altercation 
between him and his partner last 
week.

Johnson refused to answer ques-
tions after police went to Carrie 
Symonds’s home in Camberwell, 
south London, last Friday. They were 
called by concerned neighbours, who 
began recording the incident after 
hearing “slamming and banging”. 

In the recording, obtained by 
The Guardian newspaper, Symonds 
reportedly said, “Get off me”, and, 
“Get out of my flat”.

Top Tories—even Johnson’s ene-
mies—jumped in to defend him. 
They often showed a disgusting lack 
of concern or awareness about the 
realities of attacks on women.

Jeremy Hunt, who is challenging 
Johnson for the leadership, used the 
incident to paint him as a coward 
unwilling to answer questions. Hunt 
wrote in the Sunday Times newspa-
per, “Don’t be a coward Boris and 
man up.”

Fatally
Yet Hunt said the incident with 
Symonds was “irrelevant to the 
 leadership debate” as “what hap-
pens in people’s personal lives is 
really a matter for them”.

It is unlikely to fatally damage 
Johnson’s standing among the 
Tories’ right wing members who will 
elect the next leader (see page 17). 

And it came in the week 
that one of Hunt’s sup-
porters, foreign office 
minister Mark Field, 
was  su spended 
after he grabbed a 
woman  protester 
by the neck.

T o r i e s  a n d 
right wing pun-
dits were quick 
to defend Field.

T h e  i n c i d e n t 
o c c u r r e d  w h e n 
Greenpeace sup-
porters protested 

a t  c h a n c e l l o r 
Philip Hammond’s 
Mansion House 
s p e e c h  i n 
L o n d o n .  T h e  
protesters went 
into the posh 
dinner wearing  
sashes, saying, 
“Climate Emergency”. 

One protester, Janet Barker, went 
past the table where Field was sat. 

A video shows Field jump up, 
push her against a pillar, grab her 
by the neck, and then march her 
out of the room. In an apology Field 
claimed, “I felt the need to act deci-
sively to close down the threat to the 
safety of those present.” 

The mainstream media have 
framed Hunt as a lesser evil than 
Johnson. But they are both candi-
dates of the rich—and drip with 
racism and bigotry. Their aim is to 
reunite the warring wings of their 
party behind them. 

Hunt wants to reduce the time 
limit for abortion from 24 weeks to 
12 weeks.

Whoever wins, it will be near 
impossible to renegotiate a Brexit 
deal with the European Union 
before the scheduled Brexit date on  

31 October. 
That means either a no-deal 
Brexit, or further compro-

mise—the hard right 
will not accept the 
latter. So the party 
faces the prospect of 
losing support to both 
the Brexit Party and 
the Lib Dems, who 

support staying inside 
the EU.

The task is to use the 
Tories’ divisions to drive 

them all out of office. 

VICTORY FOR either of these Tories is bad news... unless there is massive resistance 

Corbyn goes to union leaders to 
float his second referendum plan
LABOUR LEADER Jeremy Corbyn 
met union leaders this week 
to discuss a shift in the party’s 
position on a second Brexit 
referendum.

And a shadow cabinet meeting 
on Tuesday was set to discuss the 
issue.

Corbyn has already conceded 
that Labour will support a 
referendum on any Brexit deal. 

But until this week he went 
no further than saying that a 
second referendum would need 
to contain “real choices” for both 
Leave and Remain voters.

The pressure was then on to 
say that Labour wants a second 
vote and will back Remain when 
it happens. 

This demand—driven for three 
years by big business—has been 
spearheaded by deputy leader 
Tom Watson. But it has also 
attracted support from left wing 
MPs.

However, a letter from  
26 Labour MPs last week warned 
Corbyn not to go “full Remain”.

They claimed another 
referendum would be “toxic” and 

empower the “populist right” in 
many Labour heartlands.

Labour should oppose the Tory 
visions of Brexit but not line up 
with the demand for a second 
referendum or Remain. It would 
be a gift to racist Nigel Farage 
who could pose as the champion 
of democracy and the voice of the 
17.4 million who voted Leave. 

And it would mean trying 
to give a left wing gloss to the 

EU that acts as an enforcer of 
austerity across Europe and 
whose anti-migrant polices lead 
to mass drownings.

Writing in the Guardian last 
week, Costas Lapavistsas, a 
former Syriza MP in Greece, 
said, “It is deeply unfortunate 
that Nigel Farage, a right wing 
populist has again been able to 
make inroads into the natural 
constituency of the left. 

Leadership
“His success makes it vital for 
the Labour Party to offer fresh 
leadership, while maintaining 
its working class roots. For 
that, Labour must not side with 
remain.”

He added that “for Labour to 
become openly wedded to remain 
would detach it from its historic 
roots, ruin Corbyn’s socialist 
project and directly undermine 
his personal position as leader. It 
is also likely to destroy Labour’s 
electoral support in precisely the 
marginal constituencies that the 
party must win.”
Charlie Kimber

Corbyn—moving to second referendum? 

Tory bully Boris Johnson 

Wheely racist

Footage shows Johnson 
and Steve Bannon links
BORIS JOHNSON has 
taken advice from a 
high profile member 
of the US far right 
who seeks to organise 
racists and fascists 
across the world.

Steve Bannon, 
leading alt-right figure 
and former adviser 
to Donald Trump, 
has said in footage 
published by the 
Observe newspaper he 
helped craft Johnson’s 
resignation speech as 
foreign secretary.

“So today, we’re 
going to see if Boris 
Johnson tries to 
overthrow the British 
government,” Bannon 
can be heard saying 
in the recording, 
while looking at 
an article about 
Johnson’s resignation 
in July 2018.

Asked if they had 
spoken, Bannon 
explained, “I talked to 
him initially over the 
phone, but then it’s 
just easier to go back 
and forth over text.”

The footage was 
shot by US filmmaker 
Alison Klayman for 
a documentary. The 
clips were shot during 

the week Johnson 
resigned over Brexit 
and Bannon was 
in London meeting 
leaders of the 
European far right, 
including Nigel Farage.

Yet when Labour 
MP David Lammy 
criticised Johnson’s 
links to Bannon 
in April, Johnson 
branded it a “lefty 
delusion whose spores 
continue to breed in 
the Twittersphere”.

On Sunday a 

spokesperson for 
Johnson said it would 
be reasonable for 
a foreign secretary 
and a chief of staff 
to the US president 
to communicate. Yet 
the text messages 
occurred nearly a year 
after Bannon had quit 
the White House. 

The spokesperson 
added, “Steve Bannon 
did text Boris Johnson 
when he visited last 
summer to request a 
meeting.”

Angry Bannon

General Election Now!
Protest organised by 
The People’s Assembly
Mon 22 July, 6pm, 
Downing Street, London
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ANALYSIS 
GABBY THORPE

Windrush result of 
government racism
THE 71st anniversary last Saturday of the arrival of the 
Empire Windrush saw the government desperately trying 
to escape the shadow of last year’s scandal. 

In a video Theresa May claimed that Britain will always 
be a home to those who arrived on 22 June 1948.  But 
Caribbean migrants have repeatedly been made to feel 
unwelcome by Tory and Labour governments. 

Even before the Empire Windrush left port in 1948, 
Labour prime minister Clement Attlee tried to divert the ship 
to what is now Tanzania. 

This was a result of government worries that an influx 
of migrants from the Caribbean would create a “colour 
problem”. 

Many have seen the footage of people leaving the boat at 
Tilbury docks. But when Windrush is discussed, no mention 
is ever made of government dismay at the prospect of black 
workers entering Britain.  

After the Second World War the British government was 
so racist it preferred workers who were prisoners of war to 
black people. 

It was around this time that the government legislated to 
allow “free movement” within the Commonwealth group of 
former British colonies. 

Attlee’s desire to prevent migrants onboard Windrush 
from arriving in Britain shows that this right was intended 
only for white subjects of the Commonwealth.

But, although the government worried about a threat 
to “white Britain,” businesses needed the arrival of more 
labour. 

Major parts of public sector infrastructure, from the 
transport system to the NHS, went as far as paying for 
workers to move to Britain in order to work. 

Winston Churchill’s 1952 government went further to try 
and curtail Caribbean rights of citizenship. 

Repeated studies were commissioned, although none 
backed up the persistent government scaremongering that 
Britain now had a “colour problem”. 

The public seemed largely unaffected by a bigger black 
workforce. Or at least this was the case until the 1960s, 
when public feeling towards Caribbean migrants was 
encouraged to be more hostile. 

Scandal
As David Olusoga’s documentary on Monday showed, 
successive waves of racist legislation prepared the ground 
for the Windrush scandal. 

In 1962 the Commonwealth Immigrants Act was passed, 
giving the British government greater powers to restrict 
migration for black workers. 

The Tories pushed through the legislation which saw 
the government issue vouchers based on the perceived 
employability of migrants.  

These attacks paved the way for last year’s scandal. 
May’s “hostile environment” has rightly become a large 

part of her legacy, but the history of resistance to Windrush 
is largely unknown by the general public. 

With the introduction of Windrush Day last year, the 
government hopes to sugarcoat Britain’s relationship with 
migration. 

But a huge outpouring of public anger over the scandal 
has made this near impossible. 

Some 91 people have applied for financial compensation, 
but by the end of April this year only 13 had received any 
money. 

The belated apologies of the Tory government are 
meaningless. 

Failure to deliver justice for the Windrush Generation 
shows that the government doesn’t care about people who 
have lived in Britain for decades. 

May’s hypocrisy goes even further with the promise to 
place a memorial statue in Waterloo station, central London. 
Caribbean community groups reacted with “disgust” to the 
news—they weren’t consulted about May’s plans. 

Her desperation to distance herself from the events of 
last year leave no room for the migrants or their families. 
Instead, she is using her position to dictate how Windrush 
should be commemorated. 

After decades of racist legislation and scaremongering, the 
attitudes of today’s government should not be a surprise. 

MIGRANTS ARE often given just a few hours’ notice of their deportation 

 ‘They didn’t care if I lived or  
 died’—deportees speak out
A MAN who won the right 
to return to Britain after 
being deported says the 
Home Office “could not 
care less if I lived or died”.

His experience was part 
of the evidence in a High 
Court case that began on 
Wednesday of last week.

A Home Office policy that 
gives migrants as little as  
72 hours’ notice of their 
impending deportat ion 
“poses a serious threat to the 
rule of law”, the court heard.

Campaign group Medical 
Justice is challenging the 
removal notice window 
(RNW) policy. 

This sees migrants given 
between three and seven 
days’ notice that they might 
be removed from Britain at 
some point during the next 
three months without further 
warning.

Enforced
Charlotte Kilroy QC told the 
court that “the vast majority 
of more than 30,000 enforced 
removals which have taken 
place since December 2015” 
involved 72 hours’ notice.

She added that recent 
disclosure by the Home 
Office revealed “13 cases 
in which the home secre-
tary has accepted that the 
person should not have been 
removed, or has been ordered 
to return them to the UK”.

She referred to the case of 
a man known only as A, who 
she described as “an obvi-
ously vulnerable individual 

with a severe mental health 
condition”.

He was later given leave to 
remain after being returned 
to Britain.

He said “I was invited to 
come to an interview with the 
Home Office, but there was 
no interview. I was detained 
and put on a plane all on the 
same day. It was all deliber-
ately underhand.

“What they did was unlaw-
ful, but I had no chance to 
stop them. I could not even 
call a lawyer. The Home 
Office knew that I was  
suffering from psychotic 

illness and that I was sui-
cidal, but they flew me out 
with very limited access to 
my medication.

“I could not contact my 
daughter to let her know 
what was happening. They 
could not care less if I lived 
or died.”

The High Court case came 
as a victim of the Windrush 
scandal died without any 
compensation or apology last 
week. 

Richard Stewart, a former 
cricketer for Middlesex 
county, was waiting for 
his immigration case to be 
resolved. Stewart moved 
to Britain in 1955 before 
Jamaican independence.

The scandal last year saw 
the threat of deportation 
hang over people who had 
lived in Britain for decades. 

Out rage  fo r ced  the  
government to set up a com-
pensation scheme, but law-
yers of victims remain una-
ware of payouts. 

His son Wesley Stewart 
said, “It was blatant discrim-
ination. The government 
made him feel like—you’re 
black, you shouldn’t be here, 
full stop.” 

The two cases hammer 
home the reality of the Tories’ 
continuing hostile environ-
ment for migrants. 

Got a story?
Email ideas to reports@
socialistworker.co.uk

Cops target refugees
REFUGEES trapped 
in northern France 
have suffered more 
than 800 clearances 
since last August, 
according to a report 
released by charities.

The research by 
L’Auberge des Migrants 
describes “relentless 
harassment of displaced 
people” after authorities 
began a 48-hour 
eviction cycle. 

It said, “The cadence 
of these operations 
is uncompromising. 

“Similarly weather 
conditions appear to 
have no impact on the 
decision to systematically 

evict these living sites.”
Police harassment 

is designed to deter 
refugees from settling in 
the area by making their 
daily lives unbearable 
by forcing them to live 
in squalid conditions.  

Bur far from stopping 
refugees, the clampdown 
has forced many to use 
the more dangerous 
sea route across the 
English Channel. 

The only solution 
is to open the border 
and let them in—and 
that requires a mass 
movement against racism 
that forces the Tory 
government to do it. 

Richard Stewart
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 Donald Trump ramps up  
 savage migrant attacks
DONALD TRUMP’S savage 
war on migrants ramped up on 
 multiple fronts last week. 

First ,  he threatened that 
Immig ra t i on  and  Cus toms 
Enforcement (ICE) officers would 
round up and deport “millions” of 
migrants. 

Some 2,000 people were under 
immediate threat of the deporta-
tions, which were set to begin on 
Sunday.

Then Trump said the action 
would be postponed for two weeks, 
but would continue if the Democrats 
did not agree to harsh new policies 
limiting people’s ability to claim 
asylum. 

Already 24 people, including 
children, have died while in immi-
gration detention since Trump took 
office. 

Migrant rights activist Alan 
Dicker argued Trump’s policies are 
“creating conditions for tragedy on 
a massive scale”.

Doctor Dolly Lucio Sevier visited 
a detention centre and slammed 
them as “torture facilities”.

She reported “extreme cold tem-
peratures, lights on 24 hours a day, 
no adequate access to medical care, 
basic sanitation, water or adequate 
food”. 

Democrat politician Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez described the deten-
tion centres as “concentration 
camps”.

The Trump administration 
claim its detention centres aren’t 
big enough to detain any more 
migrants. One solution would be to 
 fund safe and secure housing. 

Suffer
But instead of pursuing this, 
Trump’s government of bigots has 
chosen to give huge tax breaks to 
the rich, while migrants suffer in 
horrific conditions. 

Alan said the government is 
“opting to manufacture an image 
of chaos and put migrants’ health 
and safety at risk by ‘dumping’ them 
in an unannounced manner in small 
towns”.  

There is little sign the Democrats 
will mount meaningful opposition 
to the president’s war on migrants. 

Trump delayed the deportations 
after the Democrats threatened not 
to back his plans for £3.5 billion for 
more razor wire and guard dogs at 
the southern border. 

Senior Democrat politician 
Nancy Pelosi said, “Time is needed 
for comprehensive immigration 
reform”.

Last week Trump and Mexican 
president Andres Manuel Lopez-
Obrador reached a deal to limit the 
number of migrants reaching the US 
border. 

Lopez-Obrador had previously 
said his administration would 
“not do the dirty work of detain-
ing on our southern border Central 

Americans who are moving in 
search of jobs”. 

All it took for him to fold was the 
threat of the US-Mexico trade deal 
being scrapped. 

Now Mexican troops are being 
deployed at the border with 
Guatemala and cops have vastly 
increased powers to detain people. 

Trump’s deal with Lopez-Obrador 
will open up more space for gangs 
to smuggle people through Mexico 
to the US border. 

His attacks are a particularly 
vicious example of how the border 
system allows atrocities to happen. 
And it is US foreign policy, and 
US-backed regimes, that make 
people want to flee where they live.

The border should be opened to 
let people come to the US safely.
Alistair Farrow

On other pages...
Remember that Stonewall was a 
riot >>Pages 14&15

MIGRANTS ARE flung into detention centres in miserable conditions  

Facing up to Nigel Farage
ANTI-RACISTS protested 
against a meeting of Brexit 
Party leader Nigel Farage 
and his far right friends in 
central London last Thursday. 

Demonstrators chanted, 
“If you voted leave or stay, 
racism—no way,” and, 
“Let in every refugee—
throw Farage in the sea.”

Farage and Charlie Kirk, 
founder of Turning Point 
USA, were at a dinner near 
parliament to raise money 
for Turning Point UK.

Both groups have links 
with the far right.

Students, trade unionists, 
campaigners and others 
joined the small anti-racist 
demonstration. Gareth from 

Unite Community in Camden, 
north London, told Socialist 
Worker, “Our branch wants 
to do as much as we can to 
support Stand Up To Racism.

Student Ibrahim added, 
“Farage is hiding racism 
behind a mask of civility. 
It’s legitimising racist 
ideas in parliament and 
all sections of society.”

Jerome, a socialist 
from Australia, decided 
to join the protest while 
on a visit to London.

“We’ve got our own far 
right problem in Australia,” 
he told Socialist Worker. 

“What we’ve seen is that the 
right wing always push things 
even further to the right.”

Anti-racists 
debate the 
way forward
ANTI-RACISTS DEBATED how 
to continue taking on the rise 
of racism and the far right 
at regional conferences last 
weekend. 

Supporters of Stand Up 
To Racism (SUTR) held the 
meetings in Manchester, 
Sheffield and east London on 
Sunday.

The Manchester event was 
joined by around 100 people. 
Nahella Ashraf from Manchester 
SUTR slammed the soon-to-be 
former prime minister 
Theresa May, who is trying to 
rehabilitate her legacy. 

She said, “It was Theresa 
May, when she was home 
secretary, who took those vans 
that said ‘Go Home’. Those of 
us who are black, who grew up 
in the 1970s in Britain, know 
what that language means. 

“When we walked to school 
we had people shouted ‘go 

home’ in our faces.” The 
conference came in the 
aftermath of Nazi Tommy 
Robinson’s defeat in the 
European elections.

Paul Jenkins, SUTR North 
West organiser, argued that 
the danger of the far right 
regrouping remained. He said, 
“We have to look at Tommy 
Robinson’s bid as part of a 
Europe-wide push. 

“You see the mainstream 
right linking up with actual 
fascists, which is what Robinson 
and Ukip tried to do.” 

While the forces of British 
fascism have suffered setbacks, 
the Tories are pushing ahead 
with state-sponsored racism 
against Muslims, migrants and 
refugees. 

In Sheffield, speakers 
included Brendan Woodhouse, a 
member firefighter’s FBU union, 
who rescues refugees in the 
Mediterranean. 

He said, “I’ve seen the 
squalor, filth and sense of 
hopelessness. It’s devastating.” 

Brian Richardson from 
SUTR pointed to the way the 
Brexit Party, led by the racist 
Nigel Farage, came top of the 
European elections. “It’s an 
indication of just how deeply 
rooted racism is across continent 
and the world,” he said. 

And he called on people to 
join the movement against “a 
world-wide problem” of the rise 
of far right and racism.

Debating the way forward
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Mayor vote  
a blow for 
Turkey’s 
president 
Opposition delivers major defeat 
to the ruling AKP party by winning 
re‑run Istanbul election

TENS OF thousands of people 
poured onto the streets of 
Istanbul on Sunday night after 
the opposition candidate for 
mayor won. 

He secured a thundering win 
over repressive Turkish president 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s AKP party 
in the city of 16 million people.

Ekrem Imamoglu had been 
declared the winner in elections 
at the end of March. But Erdogan’s 
supporters called for a rerun after 
claiming irregularities and fraud.

This undemocratic ruse  backfired. 
In March Imamoglu won by 13,000 
votes. This time his majority was 
over 800,000.

“We are starting a new page in 
Istanbul. On this new page, there 
will be justice, equality, love,” 
Imamoglu told supporters.

He was the candidate of the social 
democratic CHP in alliance with a 
range of liberal and Kurdish parties. 

The CHP is associated by many 
with aggressive secularism and this 
has enabled the AKP to pose as the 
friend of pious and poor Muslims.

But that grip is now eroding. 

District
Imamoglu won in some of what are 
regarded as Istanbul’s “conservative 
Muslim” districts such as Fatih and 
Erdogan’s own childhood district of 
Beyoglu.

One factor is the increasingly dic‑
tatorial nature of Erdogan’s rule. He 
has sharply restricted democratic 
freedoms, stepped up the war on 
Kurdish areas and grabbed more 
and more powers for himself.

After a failed military coup 
attempt against him in 2016, 
Erdogan launched a massive purge 
of state institutions. 

He sacked tens of thousands of 
teachers, lecturers and other public 
sector workers, jailed thousands of 
activists and closed huge parts of 
the opposition media.   

Another factor is the economic 
crisis that has seen rampant infla‑
tion and declining living standards.

Istanbul, the capital Ankara and 
the third city Izmir are all now in 

opposition hands. There is now 
likely to be a power struggle between 
Erdogan and the  municipal leaders. 

Istanbul accounts for just short 
of a third of the value of Turkey’s 
total economic production. It has a 
municipal budget of over £3 billion 
and can hand out lucrative contacts. 

Erdogan will seek to squeeze the 
opposition financially and possibly 
through legal manoeuvres.

Another flashpoint could be a 
show‑trial that is about to begin of 
16 alleged organisers of the 2013 
Taksim Square uprising that spread 
to many areas of the country.

This was triggered by plans to 
redevelop a local park but became 
a generalised protest for democracy 
and civil rights.

Erdogan and his subservient pros‑
ecutors ludicrously say  protesters 
associated with billionaire George 
Soros used the Taksim rising as a 
dry run for the 2016 coup.

In his victory speech Imamoglu 
urged the president to cooperate 
on issues from earthquake prepar‑
edness to helping the city’s half a 
million Syrian refugees. “I am ready 
and willing to work with you in 
 harmony,” he said.

But it will take struggle to defeat 
Erdogan.

On other pages...
Inside the protests rocking Hong 
Kong >>Page 10&11

US cancels war on Iran—for now
by ALISTAIR FARROW

US PRESIDENT Donald Trump 
pushed the button for air strikes 
on Iran last Thursday. He then 
cancelled 13 minutes before the 
missiles launched—and that’s 
according to Trump.

The move came in response 
to the Iranian military shooting 
down a £160 million US drone 
which it claims was in its 
airspace.

Trump later said his decision 
to back down was because he 
had considered the civilian death 
toll. 

The US isn’t known for its 
record over concern for civilian 

life. More likely is Trump 
was encouraged to consider 
the political and military 
consequences of such a decision 
in the light of his re-election 
campaign.

Both US secretary of state 
Mike Pompeo and national 
security adviser John Bolton 
reportedly opposed the 
climbdown. 

“If it was up to him he’d take 
on the whole world at one time, 
OK?” said Trump of Bolton. 

Despite backing down, 
Trump was at great pains to 
demonstrate he is still up for 
a fight. US military sources 
announced it had carried out a 
cyber attack on Iranian armed 

forces. And last Saturday Trump 
declared vicious new economic 
sanctions on Iran would be 
implemented on Monday. 

“Look, you can’t have nuclear 
weapons. And if you want to talk 
about it, good. Otherwise you 
can live in a shattered economy 
for a long time to come,” he 
said. 

New sanctions will hit 
ordinary Iranians the hardest. 
And Trump’s wild veering 
increases the likelihood he 
could yet pitch the US, Iran and 
the whole Middle East into a 
catastrophic conflagration.
Stop the War groups were holding 
actions this Saturday against War in 
Iran go to stopwar.org.uk

Algeria—protests and repression go on 

THOUSANDS OF people took to the streets of Istanbul, Turkey, on Sunday night

General Gaid Salah

PROTESTS last 
Friday in Algeria 
continued the 
demand for real 
change. Thousands 
came onto the 
streets in defiance of 
increasing levels of 
state repression. 

Protesters with the 
flags of the Berber 
minority have been 
arrested, which 
protesters responded 
to with chants of, “No 
to regionalism, we are 
all brothers.” 

Those arrested 
could face up to ten 

years in prison for 
“undermining national 
unity”.

The protests 
came as the regime 
attempts to further 
dilute people’s anger 
by sacrificing corrupt 
politicians and 
businessmen. 

The latest include 
the head of the state 
bank and the director 
of car assembly firm 
Global Group.

The other part of 
the process is the 
consolidation of the 
army’s grip on the 

state. Last week 
general Gaid Salah, 
himself one of former 
president Abdelaziz 
Bouteflika’s inner 
circle, said that those 
who oppose military 
rule are “enemies of 
Algeria.”

Elections that had 
been set for 4 July 
have been postponed. 
No new dates have 
been announced. 

The protests and 
strikes must continue 
and grow in order 
to push the military 
back.

BACK STORY
The election of the Ekrem 
Imamoglu as mayor of Istanbul 
has exposed the weakness of 
the Turukish government
lImamoglu was declared the 
winner in elections at the end 
of March. But the election was 
rerun
lThe second election saw his 
majority climb to over 800,000
l Erdogan launched repression 
and a purge of state institutions 
following a failed military coup 
against him in 2016  
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Facebook 
currency 
threat to 
economy 
FACEBOOK HAS just 
launched a new 
 crypto‑currency called 
Libra. If it gets its way it 
will be coming to our 
phones next year. 
 Facebook’s crypto is a far 
cry from digital currencies 
like bitcoin. 

These were held up as 
a way to take back control 

from banks. Regulators 
worry Libra could be so 
successful that it 
introduces further 
elements of instability 
into an already fragile 
financial system. It could 

point to the future of 
money under capitalism, 
with private companies 
issuing their own 
currencies. 

Alexander Joseph
Address provided  

Westminster’s 
housing shame
WESTMINSTER council 
is turning away homeless 
people by boarding up 
empty properties.

This is the borough 
where current housing 
minister Kit Malthouse 
used to be in charge. 
That should come as no 
surprise. 

What kind of society do 
we live in when the most 
vulnerable in society are 
treated this way?

Many homeless rely 
on the goodwill of people 
to buy them something 
to eat or drink.

Westminster 
councillors should hang 
their heads in shame for 
deliberately boarding up 
a space in order to stop 
homeless people residing  
there.

After seven years of 
austerity is it any wonder 
homelessness has risen?

We need more social 
housing, not social 
cleansing.

Jan Sweeney
West London

Innovative 
Rebellion
EXTINCTION Rebellion’s 
approach to the cops is 
pretty informative! 

It explains why their 
book is a collection of 
anyone who agrees on 
the scale of climate 
action needed, 
regardless of their 
preferred strategies to 
achieve it.

Sel Dowd 
On Facebook 

What’s behind 
tanker strike? 
WHY THE hell would 
Iran attack a Japanese 
tanker? 

Japan is one of Iran’s 
best trading partners. 

Also, the Japanese 
prime minister was in 
Tehran at the time of the 
attack. 

And why would they 
attack a Norwegian 
tanker—another one 
of Iran’s main trading 
partners?

John Barrett
On Facebook

Strike to save 
manufacturing
WHAT WE need is a 
coordinated general 
strike across all sectors 
of what’s left of the 
manufacturing industry 
in Britain. 

Before long we could 
become history like the 
mining industry.

Malcolm Clive
On Facebook

Migrants are being left to die 
in the sea while EU watches 
ITALY PASSED a law last week that 
allows it to fine any person who 
rescues refugees at sea up to 
£44,000. 

People who continue to ignore 
this law risk having their boats 
taken off them.

It’s the latest shocking 
consequence of the European 
Union’s (EU) racist border policies, 
which deny people legal routes 
into Europe. 

The news comes after it was 
announced that captain Pia Klemp 
of German charity Sea Watch could 
face up to 20 years in jail for 
rescuing people from drowning in 
the Mediterranean.

These laws have been passed 
despite hundreds dying at sea this 
year from dangerous crossings. 

Organisations such as Sea Watch 
can save lives, but are instead 
criminalised.

Alongside this, 75 refugees, half 
of whom were children, were 
rescued on 31 May. But they had to 
spend the next 20 days at sea as 
European authorities refused to let 
them dock. 

It’s a disgrace the EU stands by 
and watches this happen.

Molly Docherty
East London

nA NUMBER of cities around 
Germany have offered to take in a 
group of refugees who had been 
stranded in the Mediterranean.

Yet the central German state has 
closed the door on them.

What’s the real reason for the 

German authorities holding back? 
There is a lot of propaganda about 
how migrants are not “legitimate”. 
But the rise of the far right across 
Europe means forces to the centre 
have moved to the right.

And now mayors in the cities 
that offered to take the refugees 
in—the “Safe Havens” coalition—
have received death threats. 

And pro‑refugee politician 
Walter Luebcke has been found 
murdered in his home in what 
investigators are treating as a far 
right attack.

In the face of rising far right 
violence against refugees and 
those who support them, what 
does the EU do? Nothing.

Ebony Kingston
South London

Fight to 
save NHS
FOR TRUMP the NHS is on 
the table, served up for 
corporate America to take 
their fill.

We have already seen 
NHS services sold off, from 
hip operations to sexual 
health services. But the 
prize for the healthcare 
industry is to cherry pick the 
£100 billion NHS market.

This will lead to worse 
services in our hospitals for 
most of us. Pledges from 
Tory leadership contenders 
to defend our NHS aren’t 
worth a sheet of Trump 
toilet paper.

We have to go further 
than parliament. We will 
need to organise in our 
workplaces and unions for 
strikes. We will need to 
build local campaigns to 
defend our NHS.

Nick Catlin 
East London

nDESPITE WORRIES over 
Trump’s threat to the NHS, 
privatisation is already 
happening. 

In Wales, the Unison 
union announced last month 
that two health boards were 
considering privatising 
outpatient pharmacy 
services. This would affect 
hospitals across Wales.

This is on top of health 
boards overspending in the 
last financial year, by  
£97.4 million. 

Unison’s head of health 
in Wales, Paul Summers, 
said, “Patients’ needs will 
not be a first priority.” 

The companies involved 
are focussed solely on 
profit, and current plans 
could lead to further 
privatisation later on.  

Health workers in Wales 
need to be vigilant about 
privatisation and more joint 
campaigns should be 
mounted in defence of our 
health service. 

Ian Thomas
Cardiff

Care system relies on 
people working for free
FIVE HUNDRED people per 
day in the Britain leave 
work to become a stay at 
home carer for a loved 
one. A crucial aspect of 
this care work is that it is 
in the majority of cases 
unpaid. 

It is thought that unpaid 
carers in Britain are being 
ripped off to the tune of 
£119 billion a year. And 
this is likely to be a 
conservative estimate. 

The social care system is 
unable to meet demand, 

leaving the old and 
vulnerable by the wayside. 

Families are forced to 
pick up the pieces. I have 
lived this reality for the 
past three years. 

My 83 year old mother 
requires round the clock 
the care. I provide unpaid 
care to her despite having 
my own disability. 

The care provided here 
in Northern Ireland relies 
on people working for free. 

Katherine May
Northern Ireland

Just a 
thought...

Mark Zuckerberg’s new currency is all about profit for Facebook
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 INSIDE THE
 PROTESTS
 ROCKING
 HONG KONG
Hong Kong socialist Lam Chi Leung says the retreats by 
the government have not ended the protests sweeping 
the country and Sadie Robinson looks at the background 
to the revolt

M
ORE THAN 2 million 
Hong Kong residents 
marched on 16 June 
against the proposed 
amendments to the 
Fugitive Offenders’ 

Ordinance—commonly known as 
the “extradition bill”. 

Hong Kong’s chief executive Carrie 
Lam was forced into suspending the 
proposed amendments.

It was done with the endorsement 
of the Chinese government and came 
with an apology to Hong Kong citi-
zens for the societal divisions brought 
on by this saga. 

Hong Kong’s total population is 
estimated at around 7.5 million. So 
over a quarter of the population had 
taken part in the protests. 

This massive mobilisation has 
won a partial victory. But Carrie Lam 
has refused to fully withdraw the 
amendments. 

This suggests a real possibility 
of the government pushing the bill 
again in the near future. The aim is  to 
allow the Chinese state to extradite its  
opponents to mainland China for trial.

Throughout June, Hong Kong citi-
zens held a succession of protests. 

First there was the 1 million-strong 
march on 9 June. 

Then came the blockade of the 
Legislative Council on 12 June 
which drew around 40,000—mostly 
young—people. 

I t  paralysed the opera-
tions of the legislature and 
prevented the second reading of the 
proposed amendments. 

The Hong Kong police force 
responded to the 12 June protest 
with violence. The chief of police 

and the chief executive declared that 
the protests qualified as a “riot”, and 
thus the use of force was justifiable. 

On the evening of 15 June Marco 
Leung, 35, killed himself by jumping 
from the roof of a major shopping 
mall near the Legislative Council. 

He had hung an “anti-extradition 
bill” banner on the mall, and a note 
left behind explained that his sui-
cide was an act of protest against the 
government. 

Grieved and enraged, 2 million 
people protested on the streets the 
next day.

Leung’s parents told journalists, 
“The government’s indifferent pursuit 
of wealth has forced young people to 
serve the rich, to become slaves to 
their mortgages, and the working 
class and ordinary folks have no say 
over the government’s policies.” 

The workers and youth of Hong 
Kong did not see an improvement to 

their quality of life after Hong Kong’s 
handover to China in 1997. 

Collaboration between the Chinese 
Communist Party regime and local 
capitalists has meant that Hong Kong 
has continued to implement a system 
of free market capitalism, rejecting any 
genuine labour and social reforms. 

As a result, social divisions have 
only worsened. 

Discontent has manifested in two 
ways. 

On the one hand, “moderate pan-
democrats”, who had for years led 
the opposition to the government and 
backed free market capitalism, have 
grown politically weaker. 

Secession
On the other hand there has been a 
rise of centre-left political parties, as 
well as the emergence of xenophobic 
right wingers who advocate for the 
secession of Hong Kong from China. 

The “anti-extradition” movement 
is far from over. Last Friday around 
10,000 citizens surrounded the police 
headquarters, demanding that the 
police chief retract the description of 
the 12 June assembly as a “riot” and 
apologise for police violence.

These numerous protests 
have, to an extent, overcome 
an important weakness of the 
2014 Umbrella Movement 
and there is an awareness of 

the need to maintain broader  
societal support. 

While “courageous battle” is no 
longer the favoured strategy, pro-
testers now believe that “intelligent 
battle” is much more important.

Yet some have overly roman-
ticised this form of leaderless, 

organisation-less social movement 
that relies on mobilisation on the 
internet. 

Some activists continue to argue 
for the mobilisation of workers in 
order to instigate political strikes, and 
the goal of workers’ self-organisation. 

The general strike and the school 
boycott on 17 June were, for the most 
part, not a success. 

But the potential and value of 
political strikes have been raised to 
public forums for further discussion 
and deliberation.

Hoping for support from the “inter-
national community”, protesters 
planned to hold rallies this weekend, 
as the G20 summit is held in Japan. 

A small group of people has even 
called for US president Donald Trump 
to assist the people of Hong Kong.

In practice this allows the Western 
imperialist powers to make use of 
the “anti-extradition” movement as a 
pawn in superpower politics. 

These moves may also make it 
easier for the Chinese government to 
smear Hong Kong’s popular protests. 

Genuine transnational solidarity 
lies in obtaining the support of the 
US, European, and even the mainland 
Chinese working classes and social 
movements. 

The 2013 dockworkers’ strike, for 
example, called for and obtained the 
transnational support of trade unions 
across the US and other countries in 
putting pressure on the government 
and corporations of Hong Kong. 

Only then can civic freedoms be 
safeguarded, and the political inde-
pendence of popular movements 
securely maintained.
Longer online at bit.ly/SWonHK26June

Some activists 
continue to argue 
for mobilisation of 
workers and 
political strikes

‘‘ 

A country run  by China as 
a subsidiary company
BRITAIN HANDED Hong Kong 
back to China in 1997 under a 
“One Country, Two Systems” 
policy. This deal expires in 2047.

It means Hong Kong has its own 
judiciary and its own currency, 
while rights such as freedom of 
speech are protected.

Hong Kong is officially the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region of the People’s Republic of 
China. China retains control over 
its foreign affairs and defence 
policy. It also has a big influence 
over Hong Kong’s government.

It is headed by a chief executive, 
who is chosen by a pro-China 
committee and appointed by the 
Chinese government. The current 
chief executive is Carrie Lam.

China had promised to bring 
in direct elections for the chief 
executive by 2017. But it reneged 
on this in 2014—sparking huge 
pro-democracy protests.

Hong Kong is the world’s eighth 
largest exporter of goods and has 
the world’s fourth biggest stock 
market.

Hong Kong was one of the 
“Asian Tiger” economies that grew 
massively in the 1950s and 1960s.

Its population had quadrupled 
between 1948 and 1952 as some 
people fled the revolution of 
1949 led by Mao Zedong. These 
included many rich capitalists 

who went on to exploit workers in 
Hong Kong.

By the early 1960s Hong Kong 
was a major producer of cheap 
textiles, electronics and plastic 
goods. But in 1961 over half 
the population lived in “acute 
poverty”.

By the 1970s the flow of 
refugees had dried up and the 
economy had vastly expanded. 
Hong Kong faced a labour 
shortage. Bosses began to shift 
manufacturing operations to 
Guangdong province in China to 
take advantage of cheap labour.

‘Fragile bridge’
China’s opening up to the world 
market transformed Hong Kong 
into a trading and financial 
centre servicing China. China’s 
rich launder their money through 
Hong Kong then “reinvest” it in 
China to get tax breaks.

Hong Kong is also important 
for China as it can attract wider 
layers of foreign capitalists. The 
Economist magazine described 
it as a “fragile bridge between a 
one-party state and the freedoms 
of global commerce”.

Across that bridge goes huge 
amounts of capital and goods.

“For many global firms, Hong 
Kong is a gateway to the Chinese 
market,” said The Economist.

Bullets, gases and truncheons 
used to quell previous protests
THE PROTESTS sweeping Hong 
Kong are the biggest since 2014. 
Then tens of thousands of protesters, 
led by students, paralysed parts of 
the city for two months.

Demonstrations and sit-ins called 
for democratic reforms, including 
the right to elect Hong Kong’s 
leader. The movement was known 
as the Umbrella Movement after 
people used umbrellas to protect 
themselves against police tear gas 
and pepper spray.

The protests failed to win 
concessions, and many of those 
leading it were jailed. But other 
protests have scored victories.

Two years earlier, tens of 
thousands of protesters—many of 
them school children—surrounded 
the city government’s complex for 
ten days.

The action was against a 
government order for schools to 
teach “moral and national education 
classes” that would be pro-China. 
The curriculum was eventually 
abandoned.

In 2003 around half a million 
people protested against a 
new national security law that 
threatened freedom of speech. The 
law was dropped and then chief 
executive Tung Chee-hwa resigned.

There were revolts, protests and 
strikes under British rule too.

In 1989 over one million 
people, one in six of Hong Kong’s 
population, protested to support 
students demonstrating in Beijing’s 
Tiananmen Square—despite a 
typhoon.

Riots broke out in 1956 after cops 
fired on pro-Taiwan demonstrators, 
killing 59. More rioting erupted in 
1966 and 1967, inspired by China’s 
Cultural Revolution.

The 1967 riots forced the 
government to change direction—
in the years that followed public 
spending, living standards and 
wages went up.

The 2014 Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong fought bravely for several 
months but ultimately was defeated by the state

COPS ATTACK protesters (above) while chief exec Carrie Lam (below) wavers

HISTORY
Rotten legacy of 
British imperialism
THE BRITISH state ran Hong Kong 
as a dictatorship for 150 years. 
Most public protest was illegal and 
ordinary people lived in poverty.

A governor appointed by Britain 
ran Hong Kong, and they chose an 
executive and legislative council. 
This continued until the 1990s, 
and Britain “handed over” Hong 
Kong to China in 1997.

Britain’s rule of Hong Kong 
came out of imperialist battles for 
wealth and power. Britain built up 
a trading relationship with China 
throughout the 18th century.

The British East India 
Company bought tea and silk 
from China to sell in England. 
It meant big profits, but China’s 
rulers put limits on trade. 

Britain’s solution was drugs. 
It turned over swathes of land 
in newly-conquered India to 
cultivating opium—and its trade 
with China exploded.

At the turn of the 18th century 
4,000 chests of opium were 
shipped to China every year. 
By 1838 the figure was 40,000. 
When Chinese officials tried to 
stop opium, Britain went to war.

The first Opium War, which 
began in 1839, ended with Britain 
grabbing Hong Kong. 
In 1898 Britain took 
control of the “New 
Territories” that 
make up 90 percent of 
today’s Hong Kong. 
It took them on a 
99-year lease to try 
to discourage other 
Western powers 
from taking over 
parts of China.

Lam Chi Leung
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WHAT WE 
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of 
the Socialist Workers Party. 

INDEPENDENT WORKING 
CLASS ACTION 
Under capitalism workers’ labour 
creates all profit. A socialist 
society can only be constructed 
when the working class seizes 
control of the means of production 
and  democratically plans how they 
are used.

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system can not be 
patched up or reformed as the 
established Labour and trade 
union leaders say.

It has to be overthrown. 
Capitalism systematically 
degrades the natural world. 
Ending environmental crisis 
means creating a new society.

THERE IS NO 
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present 
parliament, army, police and 
judiciary cannot be taken over 
and used by the working class. 
They grew up under capitalism 
and are designed to protect the 
ruling class against the workers.

The working class needs an 
entirely different kind of state—a 
workers’ state based upon 
councils of workers’ delegates and 
a workers’ militia.

At most parliamentary 
activity can be used to make 
propaganda against the present 
system. 

Only the mass action of the 
workers themselves can destroy 
the system.

INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is 
part of a worldwide  struggle. 
We campaign for solidarity with 
workers in other countries. 

We oppose everything which 
turns workers from one country 
against those from other countries.

We oppose racism and 
imperialism. We oppose all 
immigration controls. 

We support the right of black 
people and other oppressed 
groups to organise their own 
defence. We support all genuine 
national liberation movements.

The experience of Russia 
demonstrates that a socialist 
revolution cannot survive in 
isolation in one country.

In Russia the result was 
state capitalism, not socialism. 
In Eastern Europe and China 
a similar system was later 
established by Stalinist parties. 
We support the struggle of 
workers in these countries against 
both private and state capitalism. 

We are for real social, 
economic and political equality 
of women. We are for an end 
to all forms of discrimination 
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people. 

 We defend the right of 
believers to practise their religion 
without state interference.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most 
militant sections of the working 
class have to be organised into a 
revolutionary socialist party. 

Such a party can only be 
built by activity in the mass 
organisations of the working class.

We have to prove in  practice 
to other workers that reformist 
leaders and reformist ideas are 
opposed to their own  interests. 
We have to build a rank and file 
movement within the unions.

To join us, turn to page 16  
or go to www.swp.org.uk 
or phone 020 7840 5602 for 
more information
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SOCIALIST WORKER PUBLIC MEETINGS
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THE SWP
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London E16 9EJ

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
PUBLIC MEETINGS

BLACK COUNTRY
Repression and resistance—
where next for the 
Sudanese revolution?
Wed 17 Jul, 7.30pm, 
St. Peter’s Café,
4 Exchange St,
WV1 1TS

{ }SOCIALIST WORKER 
BRANCH MEETINGS

Weekly meetings  to discuss 
political issues and our local 
interventions.  All welcome.

BARNSLEY
Marxism and philosophy
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
Room 302, The Civic,
Hanson St,
S70 2HZ
BRISTOL
Can we build a sustainable, 
socialist society?
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
YHA,
14 Narrow Quay,
BS1 4QA
CHESTERFIELD
Socialists, anti-racism 
and Marxism in 2019
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
Chesterfield Library,
New Beetwell St,
S40 1QN
COVENTRY
Do we need violence to 
achieve real change?
Wed 17 Jul, 7.30pm, 
The Golden Cross,
8 Hay Ln,
CV1 5RF
GLASGOW
A rebel’s guide to 
Sylvia Pankhurst
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
Avant Garde,
33-44 King St,
Merchant City,G1 5QT
HARLOW
Popular fronts and 
united fronts
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
1 Church Leys,
Harlow, CM18 6BX
HUDDERSFIELD
The Peterloo Massacre— 
the fight for democracy 
and freedom
Wed 10 Jul, 6.30pm, 
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade 
HD1 5JP
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE
Reform or revolution—
which way forward?
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
Meeting House Ln,
LA1 1TX

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE
The politics of food
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
The Swarthmore 
Education Centre,
2-7 Woodhouse Sq, 
LS3 1AD
LIVERPOOL
What’s the role of the police?
Thu 18 Jul, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
22 School Ln,  L1 3BT
LONDON: HACKNEY
How do we get 
socialist change?
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd, E5 0PU

LONDON: ISLINGTON
Immigration in the era 
of climate change
Wed 10 Jul, 7pm, 
The Old Fire Station,
84 Mayton St (near 
Holloway Rd), 
N7 6QT
LONDON: NEWHAM
Germany today— 
neoliberalism, resistance 
and the far right
Wed 10 Jul, 7pm, 
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove  
(next to Morrisons 
supermarket car park),
E15 1HP

LONDON: SOUTH
60 years after the revolution 
—where is Cuba going?
Wed 10 Jul, 7pm, 
Vida Walsh Centre,
2b Saltoun Rd,  
Brixton,  SW2 1EP
LONDON: TOWER HAMLETS
What’s the role of the police?
Wed 10 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Weavers Community Forum,
10 Shacklewell St,  E2 7EG
LONDON: WALTHAM FOREST
Why the working class is the 
most revolutionary class
Wed 10 Jul, 7.30pm, 
William Morris Centre,
6-8 Greenleaf Rd, E17 6QQ

NORWICH
Stop and scrap 
Universal Credit
Wed 3 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Vauxhall Centre,
Johnson Place, NR2 2SA
OXFORD
What’s the role of the police?
Wed 10 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Restore Building,
Manzil Way,  OX4 1YH
PORTSMOUTH
Is human nature a 
barrier to socialism?
Wed 3 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Somerstown 
Community Centre,
River’s St,PO5 4EZ

SCARBOROUGH
Capitalism and fashion—
what will you wear to 
the revolution?
Wed 10 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Tap and Spile,
94 Falsgrave Rd,
YO12 5AZ
SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE
Gender and sport
Thu 11 Jul, 7pm, 
Central United 
Reformed Church,
60 Norfolk St,
S1 2JB
SWANSEA
Palestine, antisemitism and 
why Israel is a racist state
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Brynmill Community Centre,
St Albans Rd,
SA2 0BP
TELFORD
Socialists, strikes and 
trade unions—how 
do we fight back?
Wed 10 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Carriages,
The Parade,
Wellington,
TF1 1PY
WOLVERHAMPTON 
AND WALSALL
An introduction to the 
Communist Manifesto
Wed 3 Jul, 7.15pm, 
St. Peter’s Café,
4 Exchange St,
WV1 1TS

SOCIALIST WORKER      PUBLIC MEETINGS

BRIGHTON & HOVE
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
Ship St,
BN1 1AF

DUDLEY
Wed 10 Jul, 8pm, 
The What Centre,
23 Coventry St,
Stourbridge,
DY8 1EP

KENT
Thu 11 Jul, 7.30pm, 
Nucleus Arts Centre 
(Conference Room),
272 High St,
Chatham, ME4 4BP

MANCHESTER: CENTRAL
Wed 3 Jul, 7pm, 
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St,
M2 5NS

TRUMP AND IMPERIALISM 
Could he start a war with Iran?

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop
New titles released at Marxism Festival

DONALD TRUMP reimposes sanctions on Iran 

1 Bloomsbury Street,  London WC1B 3QE PHONE 020 7637 1848  WEB bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

The Revolutionary Ideas of 
Karl Marx (new edition)
by Alex Callinicos 
£10

A Rebel’s Guide to 
Alexandra Kollontai
by Emma Davis 
£4

System Change Not 
Climate Change 
Edited by Martin Empson 
£8
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Series of Catch-22 defies book’s ‘unfilmable’ reputation 
TELEVISION
CATCH-22
Directed by George Clooney 
Channel 4 and online at All 4

THE NEW TV adaptation 
of Catch 22 captures the 
ridiculous and unsettling 
atmosphere of Joseph 
Heller’s classic novel. 

The story of Yossarian, 
a bombardier who is 
desperate to escape the 
war alive, still stands as a 
brilliant commentary on 
the futility of war. 

The cast of pilots and 
their superiors are absurd. 
Each are trying to escape 

their own personal hell 
brought on by the Second 
World War. 

Sergeant Major Major 
Major suffers mockery 
over his name, colonel 
Cathcart repeatedly raises 
the number of missions to 
be flown in an attempt to 
be promoted to general. 

Yossarian, at the centre 
of the farce, is driven mad 
both by his fellow soldiers, 
and his fear of the war. 

Through him we see the 
contradictions of Heller’s 
satirical commentary. 

The dialogue is a 
highlight of both the book 
and this series. 

Conversations between 
sergeants and their 
superiors become more 
confusing and hilarious 
the longer they go 
on. Everything goes 
in circles, allowing 
the viewer to 
become as baffled 
as the characters. 

This makes 
for great 
entertainment.

Underneath all 
the confusion and 
satire, though, 
lies a sinister 
truth—
through the 
eyes of these 

soldiers we see some of 
the horror of war. 

Yossarian’s plight 
perfectly illustrates 
the devastating 
effects of PTSD. 
While we laugh 
at his attempts 
to escape, 
his trauma is 
displayed as 

harrowing. 
The horrors of 

war are everywhere 
in the series, masked 

with dark humour. 
Planes land with 

their engines on 
fire, bureaucracy 
smothers any 

attempts at preserving 
wellbeing. 

George Clooney and 
Hugh Laurie both give 
impressive performances 
as senior officers, 
Christopher Abbot shines 
as Yossarian, and the 
cinematography is worthy 
of a feature-length film. 

Catch 22 has 
previously been hailed as 
unfilmable—despite the 
1970 adaptation. This 
mini-series disproves that 
claim. Often laugh out 
loud funny, and always 
disorientating, it is a 
must-see. 
Gabby Thorpe

Asian strikers are heroes in 
story of Leicester resistance 
A new exhibition looks at how the Imperial Typewriters dispute played a part in 
forcing the anti-racist struggle into workplaces across Britain, writes Yuri Prasad
WHEN A few dozen Asian women 
led a walkout at the Imperial 
Typewriters factory in Leicester 
they had no idea they would spark a 
three-month strike that would help 
change race relations in Britain.

This new exhibition pays a bril-
liant tribute to those who fought, and 
allows strikers to tell their story. 

It’s essential viewing for Socialist 
Worker readers in the area.

The dispute began after a  payroll 
mix-up revealed that whites were 
being paid more than Asians for 
doing the same work. The Asians  
demanded an explanation from  
management and, when none came, 
they went to the union.

The TGWU convenor made it clear 
he had little time for them, calling 
their grievance “tribal”. 

The way he dismissed the women 
was symptomatic of the way many in 
the movement treated migrants.

They thought newcomers were 
fodder for the bosses—and were 
being used to drive down wages.

Stereotyped
Asians were stereotyped as docile, 
and unions said they were difficult 
to organise because of “language 
problems”. 

When Asians showed they could 
fight, as they did in a series of  
disputes across the decade, few unions 
took their struggles seriously. But the 
Imperial strikers were not to be put off.

They took their grievance to workers 
at both plants in the city and soon hun-
dreds of other Asians joined the strike. 
The picket lines were lively, with strik-
ers guarding factory entrances and 
dishing out punishments to some of 
those who crossed them.

Many white workers joined the 

strike on the first day, but went back 
to work when they found the union 
was against them. Strikers struggled 
to get their message across to them, 
but still stuck to their slogan, “Black 
and white unite and fight.”

Management called in the police, 
who turned up to harass and arrest 
pickets.

But there was worse to come. 
Leicester was a stronghold of the  
fascist National Front. The group 
tried to organise whites who had 

carried on working, and launched 
physical attacks on the Asian pickets. 
But a combination of strikers and the 
growing anti-racist minority in the 
unions saw them off.

After 14 weeks of hardship, the 
management caved in, and the 
strike leaders were at first greeted as 
heroes. But within a few weeks of the 
victory, Imperial announced it was 
closing all its British plants.

For some, that means the strike 
was a failure. But the exhibition 

shows how the experience of being 
on strike transformed the Asian  
workers. It changed the way they 
thought of themselves—and the way 
others thought about them.

Britain was gripped by anti-racist 
struggle at the close of the decade, 
and these brave strikers fully deserve 
their place in that story.
The Strike at Imperial Typewriters. 
Until 26 October, Newarke Houses  
Museum and Gardens, Leicester LE2 
7BY strikeatimperial.net

DEBATING THE way forward in the Imperial dispute  Picture: SocialiSt Worker archive

Christopher Abbot 
shines as Yossarian

THEATRE
RADIO
Written by Al Smith and directed 
by Josh Roche 
At the Arcola Theatre, Hackney, 
London, until 13 July 
arcolatheatre.com

RADIO IS a “story 
about memory, love and 
spaceships”.

Charlie Fairbanks was 
born in the dead centre 
of the United States at the 
dead centre of the twentieth 
century.

Americans are going to 
the Moon and Charlie’s sure 

he’ll be the first one there. 
But as he shines his spotlight 
on the Moon, so too does it 
illuminate the darker side to 
his nation’s history.

SCULPTURE
DAVID SMITH 
Until 5 January 2020 
At the Yorkshire Sculptural 
Park 
ysp.org.uk

THE Yorkshire Sculptural 
Park presents a major 
exhibition of over 40 works 
by US artist David Smith 
who was one of the first to 
produce welded, openwork 
metal sculpture

This is the first solo 
exhibition of Smith’s work 
in Britain and the largest 
ever outside London.

Adam Gillen as Charlie Fairbanks

BOOKMARKS 
the  socialist bookshop

Booklaunch with author 
Emma Davis 
Saturday 6 July, 4.15pm  
Queen Mary University of 
London, School of Physics 
 

A rebel’s guide 
to Alexandra 
Kollontai

1 Bloomsbury Street,  
London WC1B 3QE 
 020 7637 1848 
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

Event sponsored by
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F
IFTY YEARS ago 
police raided the 
Stonewall Inn in 
New York in the 
small hours of 28 
June 1969. The 

six nights of rioting that 
followed marked the birth 
of a militant  movement for 
gay liberation.

But you wouldn’t know it 
by looking at the official 50th 
anniversary celebrations.

The street near the 
Stonewall Inn has been 
renamed “Acceptance 
Street”. The move was spon-
sored by MasterCard as part 
of its Acceptance Matters 
campaign, a marketing exer-
cise designed to present the 
card provider as the LGBT+ 
friendly one.

The unveiling coincided 
with the launch of a scheme 
that will allow trans people to 
change the name on their debit 
card. MasterCard laid out how 
it would be a “force for change 
to help alleviate unnecessary 
pain points,” saying, “Our 
vision is that every card should 
be for everyone.”

The campaign hollows 
out the LGBT+ movement, 
 rendering it merely a fight for 
equal legal and consumer rights.

That’s a far cry from the real 
events of Stonewall—and its 
militant message of liberation.

Before the riots, groups such 
as the US Homophile Movement 
and the Homosexual Law 
Reform Society in Britain had 
pushed for reforms. 

But they largely restricted 
these to limited legal changes, 
making pleas for acceptance, 
and arguing that gay people 
should “assimilate” into society.

The new generation of gay 
rights activists wanted to tear 
out the roots of oppression and 
to change society. 

The Gay Liberation Front 
(GLF), set up in the wake of the 
Stonewall Riots, talked of revolu-
tion and wanted to link the fight 
for gay rights to that for a better 
society. It provoked people by 
being openly gay—and empha-
sising “coming out” as a  political 
act.

Addressing
Martha Shelley, one of the GLF’s 
first members in the US, was 
scornful of liberals who talked 
of equality without addressing 
oppression. She wrote that their 
“friendly smile of acceptance is 
not enough”.

In Gay is Good, written in 
1970, Shelley summed up the 
new mood of militancy. “Look 
out, straights,” she wrote. “Here 
comes the Gay Liberation Front, 
springing up like warts all over 
the bland face of Amerika.

“It’s causing shudders of 
indignation in the delicately bal-
anced bowels of the movement.

“Here come the gays, 
 marching with six-foot banners 
to Washington and  embarrassing 
the liberals.

“We are shaking off the chains 
of self-hatred and marching on 
your citadels of repression.”

There wasn’t a settled view of 
where the citadels of repression 

lay, or what revolutionary 
change to get rid of them meant.

But many in the new genera-
tion rejected traditional gender 
roles and pointed to the nuclear 
family as a source of sexual 
oppression. The focus wasn’t 
on winning equal rights with 
straight people over marriage or 
the family.

Carl Wittman, a leading GLF 
member in New York, explained 
the aims in The Gay Manifesto in 
1970. “Liberation for gay people 
is defining for ourselves how 

and with whom we live, instead 
of measuring our relationship in 
comparison to straight ones and 
straight values,” he wrote. 

“We have to define for 
 ourselves a new pluralistic, 
role-free social structure for 
ourselves.

“It must contain both the 
freedom and physical space 
for people to live alone, live 
together for a while, live 
together for a long time, either 
as couples or in larger numbers; 
and the ability to flow easily 

from one of these states to 
another as our needs change.”

The GLF wasn’t a pressure 
group, but a movement fighting 
to change society. Its name was 
a nod to the National Liberation 
Fronts in Algeria and Vietnam 
that fought against imperial 
oppression. 

And many made common 
cause with the other movements 
against war and oppression that 
grew out of 1968. 

In 1970 a GLF group was 
formed in Britain and was soon 
holding weekly meetings of up 
to 300 people in London. 

It held impressive direct 
actions, including disrupting 
the “Festival of Light” organ-
ised by notorious Christian 
bigot and anti sex education  
celebrity Mary Whitehouse.

A c t i v i s t s  s w e p t  i n t o 
Westminster Central Hall, 
unfurled banners and kissed 
publicly in front of the bigots. 
Others, disguised as workers, 
made their way to the base-
ment and unplugged the lights.

B
Y 1972 the GLF 
had organised 
the first Pride in 
London, which 
saw 2,000 march 
in the face of 

police repression. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  whi le 

 movements did win changes, 
the broader revolts of 1968 failed 
to break through and the estab-
lishment regained the initiative. 
This failure led to fragmentation 
and a retreat from liberation into 
pressure group politics.

The movement came “out of 
the closet and into the streets”—
then back into academia and 
community charity organisations. 

But one again we need the 
militancy and radicalism that 
the Stonewall Riots unleashed. 

This was underlined after 
the beginning of LGBT+ Pride 
Month this year was marred by 
a series of attacks in the US and 
Britain. In Detroit, Michigan, 
Swastika-wearing fascists 
invaded the Pride march. 

In the most high-profile case 
a group of teenagers attacked 
an LGBT+ couple, Melania 
Geymonat and Chris, on a night 
bus in London. They were left 
bloodied, with a broken nose 
and jaw.

There was an outpouring of 
anger from people who were 
shocked that such an attack had 
taken place. It put the spotlight 
on oppression as a daily reality 
for LGBT+ people. 

Homophobes have been 
emboldened by the advance 
of Donald Trump and his like, 
and the far right across Europe. 
Many of them pose a real threat 
to LGBT+ rights.

The responses to the London 
attack also showed that there’s 
a battle over what LGBT+ 
 liberation means. 

One of the first people 
to tweet their disgust was 
soon-to-be former Tory prime 
minister Theresa May. She 
said, “Nobody should ever 
have to hide who they are or 
who they love and we must 
work together to eradicate 

Remember 
Stonewall 
was a riot
The Stonewall Riots started a movement for gay liberation. 
Attacks on LGBT+ people show that five decades later we 
still need its militancy, argues Tomáš Tengely-Evans 

Homophobes 
have been 
emboldened by 
the likes of 
Donald Trump

‘‘ 
Martha Shelley

READ MORE
lMarxism, feminism and 
transgender politics 
by Sue Caldwell 
bit.ly/MarxismandTrans

lCome Out! 
A selection of articles from 
the GLF’s newspaper
bit.ly/ComeOutPaper

lOver the Rainbow 
by Nicola Field  
£19.99

Available at Bookmarks, 
the socialist bookshop. 
Phone 020 7637 1848  
or go to 
bookmarksbookshop.
co.uk

 unacceptable violence towards 
the LGBT community.” 

May had voted against almost 
every major piece of LGBT+ 
inclusive equality legislation 
during the 1990s and 2000s.

Her response shows how 
there’s more mainstream 
acceptance of people being 
openly gay—but exposes the 
limits of their tolerance. 

LGBT+ people used to be 
sacked from public and private 
sector jobs if their sexuality was 
found out. Now there is more 
acceptance of people’s gender 
identities, which are celebrated 
on the boards of the City of 
London and top corporations.

When Pride in London takes 
place next Saturday, the cops 
won’t be hurling abuse and 
beating people up like during 
the first one in 1971. The 
Metropolitan Police will be 
marching near the front to cel-
ebrate the force’s diversity.

This is underpinned by 
the idea that equality can 
be achieved within capital-
ism. People are now far more 
accepting of diversity, but 
LGBT+ oppression still perme-
ates society. That’s not because 
of a few reactionaries, or “pain 
points” yet to be alleviated by 
MasterCard. Oppression persists 
because it flows from capitalism. 

Under capitalism the main 
institution regulating sexuality 
has been the nuclear family. 

And bigots still place so 
much emphasis on “defending 
the family” because they think 
sex should be about procrea-
tion, not pleasure.

T
H E  FO R M  t h e 
family takes has 
c h a n g e d .  I t ’ s 
b e c o m e  l e s s 
rigid, and sex is 
no longer seen as 

 belonging  exclusively within a 
 heterosexual marriage.

After years of opposing it, 
even some Tories accepted that 
LGBT+ people should have 
 marriage rights in order to 
defend the institution, though 
more Tories voted against it 
than voted for.

But capitalism’s endless drive 
for profit turns everything into 
a commodity to be bought and 
sold. And that includes human 
beings’ sexuality—something 
that is intrinsic to us.

While sex is an important 
part of sexuality, socialists 
refer to a much wider range of 
intimate relationships.

So in capitalist society sex-
uality is alienated from us. 
Rather than something that is 

intrinsic to us, it’s presented as 
a product that can be bought 
and sold to satisfy an individ-
ual’s needs. 

Instead of seeing other 
people as human beings, they’re 
treated as objects of desire. And 
the disciplines of capitalism 
make it difficult for people to 
have fulfilling relationships. 

So capitalism steps in again 
to fill the void, and has adopted 
the language of diversity and lib-
eration and repackaged it as a 
commodity. 

The result is that sexuality is 
still narrow and confined.

Wittman wrote, “We know 
we are radical, in that we 
know the system that we’re 
under now is a direct source of 
oppression, and it’s not a ques-
tion of getting our share of the 
pie. The pie is rotten.” 

Reducing LGBT+ politics to 
“acceptance” leaves untouched 
capitalist society, which com-
modifies, represses and distorts 
people’s sexuality. 

We need a movement that 
fights to free us from it. 

THE gay liberation 
movement 
spread worldwide 
through the late 
1960s and early 
1970s (top) Yet 
today corporate 
sponsors (above) 
dilute the 
radicalism of the 
LGBT+ movement 
(below)

The Stonewall riot saw young gay people fighting back against police repression

EYEWITNESS 
IN NEW YORK

New York state housing 
campaigners win big victory

Glyn Robbins reports 
from New York, 
where tenants and 
campaigners have 
scored a victory 
against the landlords

PRIVATE TENANTS and 
housing justice campaigners 
in the US have scored a 
big, important victory. 

On 14 June politicians 
were forced to pass a range 
of measures to protect and 
improve the rights of  
2.4 million people living in 
rent-controlled apartments 
in New York City. 

The legislation has 
significance beyond New 
York City. It potentially 
extends to another million 
households with private 
landlords throughout the 
state of New York—an area 
about the size of England. 

It’s a clear message 
to housing campaigners 
everywhere—change can 
come, even in Donald 
Trump’s backyard. 

Alongside proposed 
restrictions on landlords 
profiteering in Berlin and 
growing housing justice 
movements in Ireland, Britain 
and other countries, it’s a 
sign the tide is turning.

The New York laws renew 
the rent control system that 
enables people on low and 
moderate incomes to live in 
the most expensive city on 
earth. And they go further. 

Freedom
Landlords will no longer 
have the freedom to take 
apartments out of rent 
control and hike rents 
when they become empty, 
a practice that leads to 
tenants being harassed and 
bullied out of their homes.  

There are also new rules 
to protect against eviction 
and restrict fees. Judith 
Goldiner, a lawyer working 
for the campaign coalition 
that won the reforms said, 
“This landmark deal has 
recognised that the rights of 
tenants to stable, affordable 
and fair housing is an absolute 
necessity and should be placed 
above landlord profits”.  

Like the Fight for $15 
campaign to increase 

the minimum wage, the 
demand for universal tenant 
rights could snowball to 
other parts of the US.   

The triumph of tenant 
power is confirmed by the 
squeals of protest from 
the property industry.  

Predictably, landlord 
groups warn the changes will 
deter investment. This 
scare-mongering 
always 
accompanies 
any attempt 
to improve 
conditions for 
tenants. This is 
similar to when 
campaigners in 
Britain recently 
forced the 
government to 
end “no fault” 
evictions and 
Sadiq Khan 
proposed 
some mild 
regulation of 
private renting. 

New York 

City has had a system of 
rent control since 1943 and 
there’s no evidence landlords 
are put off. On the contrary, 
the property consultants 
CBRE boast New York City 
is “The real estate capital 
of the world”. It’s where 
Trump boosted his inherited 
fortune as a property 
speculator and slumlord.   

These laws in favour of 
working class people weren’t 
granted easily. As ever, 
they resulted from long and 
hard-fought campaigns based 
on broad-based coalitions. 

Alongside massive historic 
investment in public housing, 
rent control helps make New 
York City the kind of diverse, 
vibrant city it is. Those 
special qualities have been 
under threat by profit-driven 
housing policies firmly 
controlled by developers. 

Public housing, like British 
council housing, has been 
under sustained attack. Many 
people have been displaced 
as a result and working class 
communities put at risk. 

Last week’s reforms 
won’t change all that 
instantly. New York, 
like every other place 
under the neoliberal 
yoke, still has a massive 
housing problem. 

But this is a 
significant moment in 
the global fightback 
for safe, secure, 
genuinely affordable 
homes for all and the 
right to the city. 
Glyn’s book, There’s 

No Place—The 
American housing crisis and 
what it means for the UK, is 
available from Bookmarks

ACTIVISTS MARCH for housing justice

BACK STORY
Housing campaigners in 
New York State celebrated 
a big win this month
lThe rights of 2.4 million 
people living in  
rent-controlled apartments 
have been boosted 
dramatically
lLandlords can no longer 
take apartments out of rent 
control, or to hike rents 
when they become empty
lThe victory can raise the 
sights of everyone fighting 
for decent housing
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 John Roan strike against academisation
by SADIE ROBINSON

WORKERS AT The John 
Roan School in Greenwich, 
south east London, held a 
lively strike on Tuesday of 
this week.

The action by NEU union 
members was the 15th day 
of strikes against plans 
to turn the school into an 
academy. Workers planned 
a  fur ther  walkout  on  
Thursday.

Greenwich council cabinet 
unanimously agreed to hand 
over the school to the United 
Learning Trust (ULT) earlier 
this month. 

Parent Vicky called the 
decision “disgraceful”.“The 
council is run by Labour,” she 
told Socialist Worker on the 
picket line on Tuesday. 

“If Jeremy Corbyn wants 
votes from the public, Labour 
needs to do more for people.”

Spineless
Terry travelled from north 
London to show support for 
the strikers. “I went to this 
school 60 years ago,” he told 
Socialist Worker. 

“I think the council has 
been completely spineless. 

Giving away a public asset 
to a private company is not  
socialist.”

Vicky has a child with spe-
cial educational needs, and 
fears that a school run by ULT 
won’t meet them. 

“I’ve talked to parents who 
have had difficulties in other 
ULT schools,” she explained.

“They’ve had to fight to 
get the right support. But it 
shouldn’t be that way. 

“You should give children 
the tools to learn and not 
discriminate against them if 
they are disabled.”

ULT is set to take over in 
September. But striker Geoff 
explained that its represent-

atives are already shaping 
the school. “It’s psychologi-
cal warfare,” he told Social-
ist Worker. 

“I’ve been told there will 
be four assessments every 
term. That’s one every sixth 
lesson—that’s excessive.” 

Geoff added that assess-
ment results will be put into 

a document that means chil-
dren can be ranked.  

“Students are literally 
becoming numbers on a 
spreadsheet,” he said. 

Workers are right to fear 
the impact of John Roan 
becoming an academy. 
NEU rep Kirstie told Social-
ist Worker, “The first thing 
they’ve done is cut courses—
so much for the idea that 
academies improve educa-
tion.”

Reduction
ULT has also sent a letter to 
staff saying it will “review the 
staffing structure”. This could 
lead to “reduction of roles or 
variation in roles, responsibil-
ities or working hours”.

It also said that union rec-
ognition agreements cur-
rently in place “will cease to 
apply following the transfer 
date”.

“I experienced a similar 
thing at another school that 
was academised,” said striker 
Shah. 

“Academies just want 
things cheap and cheerful. 

“They want younger staff 
who they hope don’t have 
their own opinions about 
things, and they can mould 

in their own way.”
Geoff said, “They’ll try and 

drive out more experienced 
staff as it’s not cost-effective 
to keep them. And they will 
target groups like teaching 
assistants first. 

“Once you’re on a ULT con-
tract all of a sudden you’re 
working for a business. And 
business has one interest—to 
make money.”

Workers, parents and 
other campaigners planned 
to lobby the council on 
Wednesday evening to 
demand it reverses the  
cabinet decision to go ahead 
with academisation. 

It the plan does go ahead, 
it’s clear there will be more 
battles in the future against 
ULT attacks on workers.

But it is possible to stop 
academies. “We started our 
campaign in March 2018 
and were told that we would 
become an academy that Sep-
tember,” said Kirstie. 

“Over a year later, we are 
still fighting. And many other 
schools are too.

“Some have fought and 
lost, but others got academy 
orders revoked. 

“ T h e  m o v e m e n t  i s  
growing.”

ON THE John Roan picket line on Tuesday morning  Picture: Guy Smallman
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Meet the ‘nasty party’ voters 
who will select the next PM
As Boris Johnson and Jeremy Hunt slog it out to become the next Tory prime minister, 
Simon Basketter looks at who makes up the motley crew of members that gets to choose

Bosses are hedging their bets over Boris Johnson
BORIS Johnson’s 
supporters include the 

hedge fund managers 
David Lilley and Jonathan 
Wood, and JCB chairman 
Anthony Bamford. 

He is also to receive 
a donation from Peter 
Cruddas, chief executive 
of spread betting firm 
CMC Markets and a former 
treasurer of the party. 

Cruddas told of his 
donation after unveiling 
an 89 percent collapse in 
CMC profits to £6.3 million 
due to a crackdown on 
City betting.

“I’ll probably be sending 
Boris some money to help 

with the campaign,” he 
said. “I had breakfast with 
him the other day.”

Johnson’s biggest 
donation is courtesy 
of Wood, a hedge fund 
manager who has been a 
regular donor to the party.

His previous political 
donations have included 
£500,000 to the Leave 
campaign in 2016, and 
then £50,000 to Johnson 
last October for “office and 
staffing costs”. 

More recently, he has 
followed that up with an 
additional £25,000 for 
Johnson’s campaign. One 
of Johnson’s other donors 

is former Master of the 
Hunt for the Isle of Wight, 
Johan Christofferson. 

Christofferson is very 
excited by killing foxes 
and has been investigated 
for breaking laws around 
hunting. Johnson said fox 
hunting should be made 
legal in London to deal 
with urban foxes.

Johnson has most 
frequently been paid for 
his oratory skills—as 
much as £94,000 for one 
speaking engagement.

That was with the 
New York-based asset 
management company 
Golden Tree Asset 

Management. The Pictet 
Group, a Swiss-based 
private bank, paid Johnson 
just under £30,000 for a 
speaking engagement in 
mid-April. It immediately 
started selling sterling on 
the currency markets. 

Fund manager Andrew 
Cole said, “May’s 
departure is priced in, but 
I’m not sure the market is 
ready for Johnson.” 

You have to hedge your 
bets, which is presumably 
why the British Insurance 
Brokers Association 
paid Johnson more than 
£25,000 for two hours of 
speaking.

THE LEAST sophisticated electorate 
available—Tory MPs—has selected 
Boris Johnson and Jeremy Hunt 
to stand to be the next Tory party 
leader and prime minister.

The winner will be chosen by the 
second least sophisticated  electorate 
available—the 100,000-odd Tory 
party members.

As you would expect for an institu-
tion that’s been central to the British 
establishment for over 100 years, the 
party’s election rules were finalised 
three weeks ago.

In one piece of good news the 
Tories are a declining bunch. In 1959 
there were 2,805,032 party mem-
bers. Sixty years on that figure is now 
claimed to stand at 160,000. The true 
figure is lower, but won’t be known 
till the ballot papers go out.

The harsh reality is that just  
 0.25  percent of the population will 
decide who the next prime minister 
is going to be. 

And bizarrely, according to one 
recent survey, neither Johnson nor 
Hunt will please them—50 percent 
want Nigel Farage to be leader.

Farage
Partially this is because numbers 
swelled from 124,000 in August of 
last year to around 160,000 today—
to encourage the election of a “real 
Brexit leader” as Nigel Farage put it. 

There has been a return of lost 
Brexit supporters to the Tory party. 
Though their votes, if not their party 
subs, are clearly available to Farage’s 
Brexit Party.

Some 59 percent of Tory members, 
according to YouGov, would con-
sider losing Northern Ireland as an 
 acceptable trade-off for Brexit. 

And 54 percent said the Tory par-
ty’s complete destruction would be 

a price worth paying to leave the 
European Union. 

Some 61 percent of members 
believe that “significant damage” to 
the economy would be worth it if 
Brexit goes ahead. 

Some 39 percent would rather 
Brexit took place even if it led to 
Jeremy Corbyn becoming prime 
minister.

Over half of Tory members are at 
least 55 years old, and 83 percent  

fit into the higher ABC1 social category  
for earnings. 

The ESRC party members’ project 
offers an insight into the darkness 
of the Tory party electorate. So, for 
instance, Tory members are far more 
likely to agree strongly with austerity.

Just over half approve of capi-
tal punishment and just under half 
think censorship is necessary to 
uphold moral standards. 

Well over two thirds of Tory 

members would like to see stiffer sen-
tences, compared to just over a third 
of SNP members and only a fifth of 
Labour and Lib Dem members.

Only two out of ten members of 
the other parties think young people 
don’t have enough respect for tradi-
tional “British values”. 

But eight out of ten Tories think 
that’s the case. But then three quar-
ters of this electorate think Boris 
Johnson would make a good leader.

Hunt—not 
so ‘whiter 
than white’

JEREMY HUNT is a 
multimillionaire 

whose position on 
racism in the Tory party 
is, “We have to be 
whiter than white 
ourselves”.

Foreign secretary 
Hunt has received 
donations from Sir David 
Ord the businessman, 
hedge fund manager and 
Remain backer Andrew 
Lawand, and Harley 
Street surgeon Nadey 
Hakim.

Ken Costa has 
donated through his 
business K J Costa 
Advisory Ltd and is 
regularly cited as one 
of the Tory party’s most 
powerful backers. He 
has given £10,000 to 
Hunt’s campaign. 

First Corporate 
Shipping Ltd has also 
given the foreign 
secretary a substantial 
donation.

The company’s 
directors include Sir 
David Ord and Terence 
Mordaunt, both long 
term Tory donors.

Another of Ord’s 
businesses, Bristol Port 
Company, donated 
£100,000 to Vote Leave.

His fellow director 
Mordaunt also donated 
£50,000. 

It’s also interesting 
that Mordaunt is a 
director of the climate 
sceptic group, the 
Global Warming Policy 
Forum.

That pro-Brexit 
money has left Hunt 
in a strange position 
with other Remain 
supporting donors. 

During the contest so 
far, he has already been 
accused of flip-flopping 
on his stance on leaving 
Europe without a deal. 

Too many cheques 
perhaps.

Boris Johnson 

A MOTLEY crew of middle and upper class bigots   
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Essex distribution 
staff ready to strike
SOME 300 workers at a 
Sainsbury’s distribution 
centre in Waltham Point, 
Essex, were set to strike on 
Thursday. 

Usdaw union members 
are fighting changes to the 
company’s attendance policy.

Some 73.4 percent of those 
voting backed strikes in a 
ballot, and the turnout was 
67.4 percent.

Wrexham walkout 
over union rights
NURSERY WORKERS in 
Wrexham, north Wales, were 
set to stage a three-day strike 
from Tuesday of next week. 

The Unite union members 
at Peter Pan Children’s 
Nursery are fighting for 
union recognition from their 
employer, SHAP. 

They voted unanimously 
for strikes. 

Join demo at Lou 
Lou’s private club
PROTESTERS WERE set to 
descend on Lou Lou’s private 
club in Mayfair on Friday of 
this week. 

Workers at the London 
club want the London Living 
Wage of £10.55 an hour and 
“decent occupational sick 
pay”. They are members of 
the Independent Workers of 
Great Britain union.

Protests have already won 
a 35p an hour pay rise.
lJoin the protest at 7.30pm on 
Friday—go to bit.ly/2XChlFi

Union calls off bin 
strike in Newham
THE UNITE union suspended 
a planned 12-day strike by 
refuse workers in Newham, 
east London, after talks. 

Unite members had 
planned to walk out over a 
pay regrading dispute that 
has raged for over a decade. 

Unite said some workers 
have lost £20,000 as a result. 

Stansted staff plan 
action on pay rates
CHECK-IN STAFF for Easyjet 
services at Stansted airport, 
in Essex, could strike after 
their ballot ends on Tuesday 
of next week. 

The 38 Unite union 
members want pay rates in 
line with similar firms at the 
airport and union recognition.

They are also fighting a 
lack of drinking water, unpaid 
overtime and staffing issues.

LGBT+ protest  
over cops’ advice 
DOZENS OF people protested 
in Leamington Spa in the 
West Midlands on Monday 
evening against hate crimes 
targeting LGBT+ people

The protest was called 
after recent LGBT+ hate 
crime victims Tristan Gillet 
and Bradley Hunt said police 
told them “not to go out of 
the house alone”. 

 Drivers walk out in a  
 row over split shifts
by GARETH JENKINS

SCHOOL DRIVERS and 
assistants for disabled children 
in Hackney, east London, 
struck on Tuesday of this week. 

They planned a further 
walkout on Thursday after 
resuming their walkouts last 
week. 

The Unite union members 
are fighting for a weekly £50 
payment from the council 
over split shifts. One picket 
explained that lots of workers 
don’t live in the borough. 

Getting home and back to 
work between the morning and 
afternoon shifts is expensive. 

They are also being asked 
to carry out extra duties such 
as cleaning the buses in their 
own time. 

Des Barrow, president of 
Hackney NEU union, brought 

solidarity greetings to strikers.
He stressed that teachers 

can’t do their jobs without the 
work done by the drivers and 
assistants, and said everyone 
has to stick together in the face 
of the cuts. 

Des pledged that there 
would be collections in schools 
for the strike fund. Danny 

Hogan, Greenwich council 
Unite secretary, also expressed 
support as did Peter Kavanagh, 
regional Unite secretary. 

Kavanagh said the dispute 
was a battle about low pay and 
the council will listen because 
the strikers will stand firm. 
lSupport and donations to 
steve.edwards@hackney.gov.uk

RMT UNION members protested at Transport for London on Thursday of last week against 
threatened cuts and privatisation  Picture: Guy Smallman

 Prentis slams Tory rogues
by SARAH BATES

THE UNISON union’s national 
conference last week saw 
hundreds of delegates thrash 
out how to defend public 
services and take on the Tories. 

General secretary Dave 
Prentis railed against Tory 
Brexit chaos. “We do want a 
grown up relationship with 
Europe—that means getting a 
good deal,” he said.

“When all else fails, it must 
be best to take the decision 
back to the people, where it 
belongs.”

He said the Tory leadership 
hopefuls were “a rogue’s 
gallery of chancers who plan a 
tax cut for the richest in society 
while our care services are in 
meltdown”. 

He added, “What this 
country needs and what I 
demand today is a general 
election.”

A motion on justice for the 
Windrush Generation saw 
Ameen Hadi argue, “It wasn’t 
incompetence that led to the 

Windrush scandal. It was the 
racism at the core of the Tory 
government. We need to build 
a bigger anti-racist movement 
to take on the likes of Trump, 
Farage and Boris Johnson.”

During a discussion on 
the gender pay gap, Glasgow 
council strikers told conference 
about their fight for equal pay, 
to rapturous applause. 

One said, “Our two-day 
strike resonated with those 
fighting for equal pay, social 
justice and equality. 

“We have received solidarity 
messages from all around the 
world.”

TRANSPORT

‘We want to stay in NHS’, 
say Birmingham workers
NHS SUPPORT staff in 
the West Midlands began 
a three-day walkout on 
Monday of this week.

The Unison and 
Unite union members at 
Birmingham and Solihull 
Mental Health Partnership 
NHS Trust are fighting 
against plans to outsource 
their jobs.

Bosses want to transfer 

the workers to wholly-owned 
subsidiary SSL—a privately-
registered company whose 
sole shareholder is the trust.

It lays the ground for  
full-blown privatisation. 

Angela, a Unite member, 
said, “We want to stay in the 
NHS. 

“SSL should leave us 
alone—that’s our message to 
the country.”

UNISON UNION

Dave Prentis

JUSTICE FOR GRENFELL

 Midnight demo for Grenfell
by PHIL TURNER

FANS OF rapper Lowkey 
last week fought to expose 
a Sheffield firm that 
made the cladding used 
on Grenfell Tower.

About 150 people supported 
a midnight protest outside 
the Arconic company on the 
outskirts of the city. 

The impromptu demo was 
called by the musician and 
Grenfell campaigner as he was 
performing at the Migration 

Matters Festival. 
Sheffield Stand Up To 

Racism (SUTR) took up the 
call. With no other transport 
available, SUTR helped get 
15 taxi drivers to drive people 
from the gig venue and back 
for free.

“The word went out on 
social media for taxi drivers 
and they responded in a 
brilliant show of solidarity with 
the Grenfell campaign,” said 
Maxine Bowler from SUTR.

“I can’t remember many 
other midnight protests!”

HACKNEY

Workers on the picket line in Hackney  Picture: unite community

TAXI DRIVERS

 Workers challenge discrimination by TfL
PRIVATE HIRE cab drivers 
are taking Transport for 
London (TfL) to court 
over the extension of 
the congestion charge to 
minicabs. 

The Independent Workers 
Union of Great Britain is 
bringing the legal action, set 
to begin on 9 July. 

The union’s lawyers 

said the extension of the 
charge is a case of indirect 
discrimination under the 
Equality Act. 

Some 94 percent of 
London’s 107,000 minicab 
drivers are black and Asian 
according to TfL figures.

Muhumed Ali, London 
United Private Hire Drivers 
chair, said, “It is completely 

discriminatory that we have 
to pay this charge while 
black cabs continue to be 
exempt. 

“If Sadiq Khan doesn’t 
reverse this policy we will 
continue to fight it in the 
courts and in the streets.”
lThere is a crowdfund for 
legal costs—to donate go to 
bit.ly/CongestFund 

ROUND-UP

WORKERS AT South Western 
Railway (SWR) last week 
staged a solid five-day strike 
for passenger safety.

SWR bosses want to remove 
guards from trains and replace 
them with workers who don’t 
have the same safety training. 

The strike, by RMT 
union members, is part of a 
long-running dispute over 
driver-only operation services 
that has seen strikes over six 
networks. 

nTHE UNITE union has 
postponed strikes on South 
Yorkshire buses that were due 
to take place this Saturday. 

It said the suspension of 
action was to give a “mark of 
respect for veterans wishing to 
attend events on Armed Forces 
Day”.

Some 900 workers are 
fighting an “insulting” 
one-year pay offer. 

They planned to strike on 
Monday of next week.

nTRANSPORT AT the 
Edinburgh fringe could be 
thrown into chaos as bus 
drivers threaten strikes. 

More than 1,700 workers 
at Lothian Buses are fighting 
“poor workplace relations and 
a hostile culture”. 

Unite union members 
voted by 91 percent for strikes 
in a ballot, on a 63 percent 
turnout. Talks are planned but 
the union warned of a “clear 
mandate” for strikes.

COURIERS

WORKERS AT The 
Doctor’s Laboratory (TDL) 
celebrated a victory last 
week as bosses caved in to 
almost all their demands 
after a long campaign. 

The details of the deal 
include the option to be paid 
for hours worked, rather 
than per delivery. 

Also included is 
an additional payment of 
20p to 40p a mile to cover 
expenses for some couriers. 

Other details include a night 
rate of pay 12.5 percent 
higher than the day rate and 
guarantees over regular pay 
reviews.

TDL courier Alex Marshall 
said, “This victory shows 
that by staying united and 
campaigning together it is 
possible to reverse the race 
to the bottom inherent in 
the business models of so 
many so-called ‘gig economy’ 
employers.”

NHS 

http://bit.ly/2XChlFi
http://bit.ly/CongestFund
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School workers win 
support for strikes
by JANET SZPAKOWSKI 

NEU UNION members 
at Waltham Holy Cross 
Primary School in Waltham 
Abbey, Essex, began a 
three-day strike on Tuesday 
of this week. 

They are striking against 
the forced academisation of 
their school by NET Academy 
Trust, which is due to move 
into the school from Monday 
of next week.

Workers held their first 
strike day on Thursday of 
last week.

They were joined on 
the picket line by parents, 
pupils and other supporters 
including NEU Essex branch 
secretary Jerry Glazier.

Glazier said, “The union 
has given its full support 
to members in their deter-
mination not to become an 
academy.”

Visited
Kevin Courtney, joint general 
secretary of the NEU, visited 
the picket line on Tuesday.

Ben Collin, NEU rep at 
the school, said workers had 
voted by 94 percent in favour 
of strikes on an 82 percent 
turnout.

Some 14 more teachers 
and support workers have 

been recruited to the union 
since the beginning of the 
campaign. 

There is  widespread 
 support for the strike. 

A “Hands Off Waltham 
Holy Cross” banner is strung 
across the road into Waltham 
Abbey. 

Some supporters broke 
away from the picket line to 
march to a junction close to 
the town centre last week. 

They were applauded by 
 passers by and passing vehi-
cles hooted their support.

Dave Plummer, local Green 
Party councillor, praised the 
community campaign set up 
by parents of children at the 
school. 

He pointed out that plan-
ning meetings to academise 
the school were held at the 
Department for Education 
even before the school’s 

Ofsted inspection report was 
published.

Members of Epping Forest 
Labour Party at the picket 
line said they were opposed 
to academisation. 

They were particularly 
concerned about the impact 
support staff cuts would have 
on children with Special 
Educational Needs.
lSend messages of support to 
whxpsneu@gmail.com

EDUCATION

Workers in west London take on Labour 
council’s ‘shameful’ plan to close school
WORKERS AT the Roe 
Green Strathcona site 
school in west London 
struck on Tuesday of this 
week as part of a battle to 
keep the school open.

The cabinet of  
Labour-run Brent council 
voted last Tuesday to move 
to a formal consultation on 
the proposed closure of the 
school.

In an informal 
consultation, some  
463 written responses were 
received—460 opposed the 
closure and just three were 
in favour.

There is overwhelming 
opposition to the plan from 
school workers, parents and 
others in the area. 

Labour’s Barry Gardiner, 
MP for Brent North, 
criticised the council as 
biased. Brent NEU secretary 

Lesley Gouldbourne said 
it is “extraordinary and 
shameful” that the council 
has failed to listen.

“At the same time as 
it is preparing to close 
Strathcona because it 
says there are not enough 
pupils, it has given planning 
permission for ARK 
Sommerville—a primary free 
school in nearby Wembley—
to open,” she said.

nNEU UNION members 
at Peacehaven school in 
Sussex struck for two days 
from Wednesday of last 
week.

The workers are fighting 
against East Sussex County 
Council’s plan to transfer 
the school to the Swale 
Academies Trust.

They planned a further 
two-day strike from 
Wednesday of this week, 
and a three-day strike from 
Tuesday of next week.

Two local MPs, one Tory 
and one Labour, have sent a 
joint letter to the Tory-run  
council calling for the 
academy conversion to be 
stopped. 
And the NEU said that over 
300 parents had signed 
postcards in one morning to 
send to council leader  
Nigel Enever 

SOLIDARITY ON the picket line outside Waltham Holy Cross school  Picture: Janet SzPakowSki

PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

Ballot over 
boycott puts 
school union 
to the test 
AN INDICATIVE ballot for a 
boycott of the hated Sats tests 
in primary schools is due to 
end on Tuesday of next week. 

Activists in the NEU union 
were fighting to get the vote 
out in the last week of the 
campaign.

Children face two rounds 
of the Sats tests in primary 
schools. 

They cause severe stress for 
children and have nothing to 
do with improving education.

Instead they are used to 
rank schools and pit teachers 
against each other. 

And the pressure to “teach 
to the test” means children 
suffer from a distorted 
education.

Workers should vote to 
boycott the tests.

SCHOOLS 

Brent NEU union secretary 
Lesley Gouldbourne

Protesters rally in support 
of sacked rep Dave Muritu
PROTESTERS marched 
through West Bromwich, in the 
West Midlands, last Saturday 
to demand the reinstatement 
of UCU rep Dave Muritu. 

Trade unionists came from 
across Britain to join the 
demonstration, including from 
several London colleges, Leeds 
university and Birmingham 
university.

Bosses at Sandwell College 
sacked Dave in May after he 
wrote the word “racist” on a 
Prevent poster. Prevent is the 
Islamophobic government 
strategy that treats all Muslims 
as potential terrorists. 

More than 7,000 people 
have signed a petition 
demanding his reinstatement.

Protesters chanted, 
“Sandwell college hear us say 
—Dave Muritu here to stay!”

Newly elected UCU general 
secretary Jo Grady spoke at a 
rally after Saturday’s march. 

She said, “If we don’t stand 
for dedicated union reps and 
anti-racist campaigners like 
Dave, we’re giving up on our 
colleagues and students.”

UCU national executive 
committee member 
Rhiannon Lockley said Dave’s 
victimisation was linked to 
broader issues in education. 

“Senior managers don’t want 
our colleges to be about 
helping people up because 
that’s not the agenda for 
education,” she told the crowd. 

“The agenda is not about 
black people or working class 
people having a voice.”

Dave paid tribute to the 
UCU branch at Sandwell 
College, which has begun a 
ballot for strikes to demand his 
reinstatement. 

He went on to say that 
Prevent destroys trust between 
students and lecturers, turning 
lecturers “into spies”. He is 
right to oppose it.

If Sandwell College bosses 
get away with their attack 
on Dave, it will be a serious 
blow to anti-racists and union 
members everywhere. 

Every trade unionist should 
get behind the campaign to 
reinstate him.
lSign the petition to reinstate 
Dave at bit.ly/davemuritu 
Send messages of 
solidarity to Sandwell 
UCU branch chair Dom at 
dharmindersinghchuhan@
hotmail.com 
Send messages of protest 
to college principal Graham 
Pennington at graham.
pennington@sandwell.ac.uk

VICTIMISATION

On the protest in West Bromwich Picture: unite the resistance

FURTHER EDUCATION 

College strike to save jobs
UCU UNION members 
at Bradford College plan 
a three-day strike from 
Wednesday 3 July.

Union members voted by 
94 percent for strikes to save 
jobs, and by 86 percent to 
win higher pay.

Bosses have threatened to 
slash 131 jobs. And workers 
have had just one 1 percent 
pay rise in the last 11 years.

UCU members at the West 
Yorkshire college have struck 
for seven days this year over 
pay. 

The action was part of 
a wider fight by the union 
involving several colleges 
that has seen some victories.

Bosses at Lambeth 
College in south London 
agreed a better pay deal 
following several days of 

strikes by UCU members 
there. And workers at Capital 
City College Group won a  
5 percent pay rise after eight 
days of strikes.

nOVER 150 college workers 
and their supporters joined a 
protest over new contracts in 
Nottingham last Thursday. 

It was a prelude to the 
first strike by UCU members 
at Nottingham College, due 
to take place on Monday of 
next week.

Lecturers were given 
support by their students, 
some of whom spoke despite 
being told not to attend.

Local Labour MP Alex 
Norris, two local Labour 
councillors, the NEU union 
and trades council sent their 
support. 
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More online
For more on Sudan, go to  
bit.ly/Sudanbrink

 SUDAN’S REVOLT 
 AT CROSSROADS
by CHARLIE KIMBER

SUDAN’S MASS movement 
for democracy and social 
justice has reached another 
crucial moment. 

Opposition leaders said 
they would accept a deal 
with the country’s military 
rulers last week. But the 
Transitional Military Council 
(TMC) quickly rejected it. 

And in any case the deal, 
produced by Ethiopian gov-
ernment intervention, fell far 
short of what people have 
been demanding. 

It would have given the 
chair of a proposed presi-
dential council body to the 
military. 

Ferocious 
Protesters took to the streets 
again last week and this 
week despite ferocious 
repression.

Demonstrations have been 
smaller since the military 
massacred around 110 people 
in the capital Khartoum on 
3 June and the opposition 
called off a subsequent gen-
eral strike.

In an effort to regain 
momentum, the Alliance for 

Freedom and Change (AFC) 
opposition group called new 
mobilisations. 

There were workplace 
protests and vigils, mass 
meetings, and marches 
in some cities last week.  

Workers  in  Khar toum 
held brief stoppages or  
demons t r a t ed  ou t s ide  
workplaces last Thursday.  
Kassala in eastern Sudan saw 
a wave of workers’ vigils. 

One of those involved told 

Radio Dabanga that protest-
ers held banners condemning 
“the massacre in Khartoum 
and demanding the handover 
of power to civilians”.

People also marched in 
Khartoum and several other 

cities. It takes great courage 
to take to the streets. 

The Rapid Support Forces 
(RSF) used whips to attack 
demonstrators and has occu-
pied the sites where mass 
gatherings were planned.   

M e a n w h i l e  G e n e r a l 
Mohamed Hamdan, the 
deputy head of the military 
council and leader of the RSF, 
is determined to maintain the 
military’s grip on power. 

He pledged to form a gov-
ernment of “independent 
technocrats” to manage the 
country for up to two years.

Dictatorship  
This is a call for a further 
dictatorship.

There are multiple inter-
national interventions to 
“arbitrate” between the gov-
ernment and the opposition. 

They are all a trap. 
Such outside interventions 

reduce the struggling people 
of Sudan to spectators and 
bystanders. 

The TMC’s greatest fear is 
a return of the mass strikes 
that paralysed Sudan at the 
end of May and after 3 June.

The opposition has not 
called such action. 

But only an acceleration 
of the strikes and protests in 
Sudan can break the military. 

SUDANESE GENERAL Mohamed Hamdan is determined to maintain the military’s grip on power  

CLIMATE 

Life-threatening water shortages in India flow from climate catastrophe 
by SARAH BATES 

MILLIONS OF people in 
India are battling an acute 
water crisis and a  
record-breaking heatwave. 

In Chennai—India’s 
sixth largest city—water 
supplies have almost run 
out.

The four reservoirs that 
supply the capital of Tamil 
Nadu state have run dry, 
so residents have to queue 
up for water rations driven 
into the city by tankers. 

A blistering heatwave 
and a late monsoon 
mean the Chennai has 
experienced only one 
major period of rainfall 

since December of last 
year. Rainfall heavy 
enough to fill up the 
reservoirs isn’t expected 
until November. 

Wealthier families are 
able to buy private water 
tankers to deliver to their 
homes. 

But poorer people, such 
N Bhagyalakshmi and her 
sons, have to stand for 
hours in soaring heat to 
fill plastic water pots. 

“I come here every night 
and early morning hours 
to collect water with my 
neighbour and my son,” 
she said. 

The crisis has led to 
desperate people hijacking 
tanker trucks and 

attacking drivers to access 
the rations. 

At least 550 people were 
arrested as part of protests 
in Coimbatore, a city in 
Tamil Nadu state.

Fresh 
They were outside 
the local government 
headquarters last 
Wednesday demanding 
more deliveries of fresh 
drinking water. 

More protests are 
expected this week. 

The horrors of extreme 
weather are a direct result 
of climate change. 

Monsoon rains have 
become more erratic, 
heatwaves more severe 

and droughts more 
common. 

They have such 
devastating effects due to 
widespread poverty and 
poor water harvesting—
the collection of water 
from rainfall.   

Most people in India 
rely on groundwater. 

But supplies are so 
depleted that 100 million 
people will soon be 
living in cities without 
groundwater access. 

Only around a quarter 
of households have clean 
drinking water at home. 

And about 200,000 
people die each year due 
to inadequate supply or 
contamination. Waiting for water supplies in the city of Chennai
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